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Abstrakt 
Tato práce se zabývá úzkostí ve výuce anglického jazyka u dospělých           

studentů, jejími příčinami a negativními následky. Klade si za cíl zjistit, zda je tato              

úzkost opravdovým problémem a jak podobným stavům ve výuce předcházet,          

případně jak je včas identifikovat a řešit. Teoretická část se zabývá vymezením            

pojmů a kontextualizací úzkosti ze studia a používání cizího jazyka v           

psychologické i pedagogické rovině. Dále popisuje vývoj ve výzkumu úzkosti při           

studiu cizího jazyka a syntetizuje vybrané poznatky. Praktická část sestává ze           

smíšeného výzkumu, jenž se v první fázi věnuje kvantitativnímu šetření za účelem            

zjištění míry úzkostnosti zkoumaných subjektů. Ve druhé fázi je pomocí rozhovoru           

zjištěno, co přesně nepříjemné pocity v úzkostných studentech vyvolává, z čehož           

jsou vydedukována praktická doporučení pro učitele anglického jazyka. 

Klíčová slova: 
Úzkost, dospělí studenti, výuka, anglický jazyk, doporučení 
 
Abstract 

This work deals with anxiety being involved in ESL teaching to adult            

students. Its causes and negative consequences are discussed. Its aim is to            

reveal whether anxiety is a real issue in ESL that should be acknowledged and if it                

is, what can be done in order to prevent it or at least identify it and be able to work                    

with it. The theoretical part deals with the delimitation of the term anxiety and puts               

anxiety in the psychological and pedagogical context. The development of          

research in this area is described and the relevant findings are presented.            

Practical part consists of mixed research dealing with the extent to which anxiety             

impacts foreign language learning in the first part. The second part based on             

interviews with anxious learners brings into light the specific causes of foreign            

language classroom anxiety which allows the conclusions in the form of practical            

recommendations to be drawn for English teachers.  

Key Words: 
Anxiety, adult learners, ESL classes, recommendations  
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Introduction 
 

This work has been inspired by years of teaching English to both children             

and adult students who responded to the classes in very different ways. The             

classroom experience illustrated the diversity of individual learners, their learning          

styles and strategies, but also their personal beliefs and attitudes towards their            

language studies, which is what made me look into the matter of personal             

differences and psychological elements of the learning process in a greater detail            

in order to maximize my students’ profit from the classes.  

This turn from pure didactics to the field of educational psychology allowed            

me to become more empathetic to my students and to realize that their needs              

often go beyond what teachers are usually trained for, but with what they have to               

deal to some extent nevertheless. That is why I decided to dedicate this work to               

the phenomenon of anxiety particularly in the context of foreign language learning            

and second language acquisition.  

The aim of the paper is to point out the fact that foreign language anxiety               

should not be underestimated as a source of severe limitations in language            

learning and that its consequences can lead further than it is generally thought.             

The research should reveal some practical classroom implications that potentially          

might be useful to language teachers and thus indirectly to their students. It should              

show to what extent and by what means anxiety affects one’s performance in the              

foreign language in the classroom environment. 

The theoretical part of the work provides the reader with the basic            

delimitation of the term anxiety in both psychological and educational contexts, as            

well as, the development of research in this area. It also relates anxiety to other               

psychological aspects of language learning in order to show the complexity and            

gravity of the matter, which is definitely not an isolated phenomenon. Finally,            

typical anxiety symptoms and the implications in relation to language skills and            

classroom interaction as such are discussed.  
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The practical part is concerned mainly with the research conducted for the            

purpose of the work. The research consists of two phases. The first phase is a               

quantitative research using the well-established FLCAS (Foreign Language        

Classroom Anxiety Scale) as the research tool. The results are then analysed and             

correlated with the hypotheses made in the beginning of the practical part of the              

paper.  

Then the second phase follows with interviews with those who had the            

highest anxiety scores in the previous part. This part of the research represents             

the qualitative analysis of the data in order to be able to draw practical classroom               

implications that would help teachers become more sensitive towards anxiety and           

that would inspire them to create a less anxiety provoking environment in the             

classroom based on respondents’ answers.  

Finally, the conclusions of the research are drawn and correlated with the            

theoretical part of the thesis. Classroom recommendations are presented based          

on the results of the research. Also suggestions for further research are stated in              

this part of the paper.  
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Theoretical Part  

1 Anxiety 
This part of the thesis focuses on delimitation of the term anxiety and its              

kinds interfering with language learning. It is important to mention that there are             

numerous definitions of the term available, they are very similar, however, the            

formulations can slightly differ. Psychologically speaking, anxiety is one of the           

primary emotions or so called affective variables (Dewaele, Emotions in Multiple           

Languages 10). Anxiety is an emotion characterized by feelings of tension, worried            

thoughts and physical changes like increased blood pressure (American         

Psychological Association).  

A specific subtype of general anxiety, foreign language anxiety (FLA) would           

be defined as one of affective variables that can “engender negative attitudes            

towards the target language and its respective culture” (Doubney et al. loc 176),             

lower self-esteem, produce self-doubt, diminish willingness to communicate and         

as a consequence influences the atmosphere in the class (Doubney et al. loc             

186). Another definition would add that FLA is a “worry and negative emotional             

reaction aroused when learning or using a second language” (MacIntyre,          

Language Anxiety 27). 

There is one more subtype remarkably interfering with SLA, social anxiety.           

Social anxiety itself is defined by Jim King and Lesley Smith as “a persistent fear               

of social interactions in which one can be observed by others” ( loc 2211) or “fear                

that their social performance will lead to embarrassment and humiliation” (King           

and Smith loc 2211). Social anxiety is neither subordinate nor superordinate to            

FLA, but it is clear from the definition itself that it is absolutely inseparable from               

FLA since social interactions are key to successful SLA.  

According to various authors foreign language anxiety can be both, cause           

and effect. The way this paper looks at anxiety is mostly the one of cause. It is                 

trying to view anxiety as an obstruction to learning, as the initial contraindication to              

a successful learning process, which has been supported for example by Peter            
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McIntyre or Elaine Horwitz. Whereas, the problem can be seen contrarily as a             

mere consequence of the problems encountered in the process of language           

learning and as a consequence of low levels of language competence. This point             

of view is represented in literature by Sparks and Ganschow.  

1.1 Anxiety Classification 

Generally speaking, there are two basic classifications of anxiety. The first           

classification deals with the nature of anxiety in terms of its stability and it divides               

anxiety into trait and situational anxiety. While the trait anxiety would be one of the               

personal characteristics which are rather stable for an individual and it is thus             

shaping the learner in terms of individual differences one could talk about            

situational anxiety as an emotion provoked by a certain situation, which does not             

tell a lot about an individual’s personal characteristics (Dörnyei and Ryan 177).  

Another classification focuses on the effects anxiety can have on one’s           

performance. In this context anxiety can be divided into so-called facilitating and            

debilitating. Facilitating anxiety can be understood as a kind of pressure that            

pushes an individual towards better results (Dörnyei and Ryan 177). However, its            

positive effects should not be overrated since anxiety is generally viewed as a             

negative emotion (Doubney et al. loc 263). On the contrary, debilitating anxiety is             

the one that influences an individual in a purely negative way (Dörnyei and Ryan              

177). In case of language learning, “anxiety is quite possibly the affective factor             

that most pervasively obstructs the learning process” (Arnold and Brown 8), which            

is what this work is interested in. It has been proved by previous research that               

debilitating anxiety definitely is an issue in the learning process and there are             

significant correlations between higher levels on anxiety and lower levels of           

academic achievement (MacIntyre & Gregersen 103). 

2 Development of Research in FLA 

Generally speaking, FLA has been subject of educational psychology         

research for almost forty years. Similarly as in other fields, the research went             

through different stages which will be described in more detail later in this chapter.              
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In the past, there was a general tendency to focus on the theoretical foundations              

of the problem, while nowadays the researchers try to concentrate their efforts on             

the practical implications which could help reduce anxiety in foreign language           

classrooms and make both the teaching and learning way more efficient (Simsek            

and Dörnyei loc 1273).  

2.1 Confounded Approach (1970s) 

Confounded approach could be characterized by its troublesome        

delimitation of language anxiety. Anxiety is seen as a psychological problem which            

can hardly be directly related to language acquisition. Scovel also argued that the             

usual measurement of anxiety in psychological terms tells us nothing about one’s            

success in language learning. For example, insect anxiety is very unlikely to            

influence one’s language learning experience. Therefore, anxiety as a personality          

trait does not have to relate to language at all (Scovel 132). Language anxiety              

needs to be viewed as a situated phenomenon in the socio-educational model and             

that is why it needs specific tools so that it can be measured (MacIntyre, An               

Overview of Language Anxiety Research loc 403).  

2.2 Specialised Approach (1980s-90s) 

Specialised approach generally deals with the specifics of foreign language          

anxiety. The above mentioned problem of the missing research tool that would            

enable more research in language anxiety is solved in the 1980s by Elaine             

Horwitz, who comes up with research based on learners’ experience. She devises            

a 33-item anxiety scale, Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS),          

that helps to identify the specific aspects igniting language anxiety. Unlike before,            

FLA starts to be measured situation-specifically (Horwitz, Foreign Language         

Classroom Anxiety 125-132). Attention is now turned to the sources of anxiety and             

its effects on one’s language performance (MacIntyre, An Overview of Language           

Anxiety Research loc 462).  

Moreover, some authors, such as Gardner and McIntyre, found out that           

anxiety can affect foreign language learning at various cognitive stages, not only            
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at the stage of output. This is why anxiety needs to be differentiated according to               

which stage it affects. Skill-based language anxiety constructs are on the rise and             

are successfully differentiated from general anxiety. Language anxiety is         

perceived in its context and it is related to some of the other psychological aspects               

of foreign language learning.  

2.3 Dynamic Approach (late 1990s - today) 

Dynamic approach already treats foreign language anxiety as a highly          

situated phenomenon interacting with a multitude of psychological and situational          

factors that affect foreign language learning (MacIntyre, An Overview of Language           

Anxiety Research loc 622). It deals with dynamic features, such as motivation, in             

order to explain the inhibitory mechanisms (MacIntyre and Serroul 27). It has             

been found that for some individuals FLA can appear in a specific situation and              

then goes away while for others it is a kind of their default setting for language                

learning and it affects the learner on all levels (MacIntyre, An Overview of             

Language Anxiety Research loc 690). At this stage, FLA is seen as both a cause               

and a consequence to language performance and both its internal and social            

counterparts are taken into consideration (MacIntryre, An Overview of Language          

Anxiety Research loc 709 - 719).  

2.4 Literature Review 

When talking about the research of FLA its interdisciplinarity needs to be            

taken into consideration. Actually, most of the research have been done in the             

field of educational psychology which unites psychology and pedagogy at the           

same time, however, some of the research is purely psychologically or, on the             

other hand, rather pedagogically oriented. The main difference reside in the           

questions each of the researchers ask. Psychologists are mostly interested in why            

learners are anxious when learning a foreign language, while pedagoges seek the            

answers to how to recognize anxiety in the classroom and what to do with it.               

However, it is obvious that neither of the answers would make sense without the              
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other one, which is why a great deal of interdisciplinary cooperation takes place in              

the research of this problem.  

2.4.1 Anglophone Context 

There are plentiful resources on FLA in anglophone literature written by           

English-speaking authors of various origins. The so-called “founding father” in the           

research of FLA is a university professor, Elaine Horwitz, who came up with a              

groundbreaking article about foreign language classroom anxiety (FLCA) in 1986.          

She also devised a questionnaire called Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety          

Scale (FLCAS), which has been used since then as the primary research tool for              

most of the research dealing with FLA/FLCA and which will also be used in the               

practical part of this paper. Among other remarkable authors in this field there             

should be mentioned the names of Peter McIntyre, Jean-Marc Dewaele or Zoltan            

Dörnyei.  

2.4.2 Czech Context 

In the Czech context, the research of FLA is almost exclusively restricted to             

academic works, such as bachelor theses (e.g. Causes of English Speaking           

Anxiety among Czech University Students: Social and Age-Related Differences by          

Eva Hlavenková, 2017) and diploma theses (e.g. Foreign Language Anxiety in           

Speaking Activities: Students’ perspectives by Bc. Aneta Krůpová, 2005) out of           

which the majority is psychologically oriented in their findings.  

Personally, I would like to point out one of the works, which deals with a               

very similar problem as this paper. It is a bachelor thesis written by a psychology               

student of Charles University, Katarina Grujičic, who focused on language anxiety           

in case of foreign university students. As it has been implied earlier, this work              

came up with psychological implications, such as coping and stress reducing           

strategies for the learners themselves.  
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3 FLA and Its Relationship to Other Psychological Aspects 

As it has been said earlier, FLA is not an isolated phenomenon. There are              

several interacting factors that influence the extent to which an individual suffers            

from foreign language anxiety. These factors should also help to explain why            

some learners suffer from high levels of anxiety while others are not anxious at all.               

The most prominent factors, such as personality, language aptitude, motivation          

and willingness to communicate, were selected to be looked into in more detail in              

this chapter.  

3.1 Personality  
In this part of the paper, the most interesting findings relevant to personality             

and foreign language learning will be discussed. Personality can be defined as            

“the most individual characteristic of a human being” (Dornyei and Ryan 15). Quite             

logically it is one of learner’s individual differences which is why it plays an              

important role in the learning experience. In order to relate personality and            

learning, personality structure needs to be examined. There are two dimensions in            

the generally accepted personality model, The Big Five Model, which are most            

intuitively related to learning. These two dimensions are openness to experience           

and conscientiousness (Heaven and Ciarrochi 3). According to Kappe & van der            

Flier, conscientiousness is “the most consistent and strongest predictor of          

academic achievement” (615). However, research on other personality        

constituents with regards to learning has been done as well.  

When it comes to extraversion versus introversion, it has been proved that            

extroverts tend to be more fluent, while introverts are often inhibited in the             

automaticity of their speech production. “Their speech slows down, hesitate more           

often, they tend to make more errors, and they are unable to produce utterances              

of great length” (Dewaele and Furnham 361). Also while extroverts tend to actively             

use colloquialisms, introverts, on the other hand, try to avoid them (Dewaele, The             

Acquisition of Sociolinguistic Competence 310-311).  
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Even though, no connection between the dimension of neuroticism and L2           

achievement was found, it is important to mention that on the level of lower              

personality traits, such as anxiety or tolerance of ambiguity, the results were            

absolutely different. For example, anxiety was confirmed to be one of key factors             

in L2 use and learning (Dornyei and Ryan 32). Similarly, tolerance of ambiguity, as              

a facet of the dimension of openness, has been proved to be crucial in successful               

L2 learning, since it refers to the “ability to keep contradictory and incomplete input              

to the memory”, which is a necessary ability of a successful foreign language             

learner (Rubin 45). A direct relationship between tolerance of ambiguity and           

anxiety has been found. The lower level of tolerance of ambiguity, the higher level              

of anxiety can be expected (Thomson and Lee 739).  

Some relevant personality differences can also be found outside the          

personality structure. For example, it has been proved that women learners often            

suffer from higher levels of anxiety than their male classmates. Women are more             

anxious about making mistakes and generally they are much less confident when            

using the foreign language (Dewaele, Emotions in Multiple Languages 171). The           

question is whether these differences in anxiety levels are strictly based on gender             

or whether they are caused by other socio-biographical or personal variables that            

would coincide with different genders and thus indirectly influence the anxiety           

scores.  

3.2 Language Aptitude 

Language aptitude is very diverse in its conceptions and definitions. There           

is a number of definitions of the phenomenon that might be used. It can be defined                

as “strengths individual learners have - relative to their population - in the cognitive              

abilities which information processing draws on during L2 learning and          

performance in various contexts and at different stages” (Robinson 46). Even           

simpler definition is provided by Dornyei and Ryan who see it as “a specific ability               

to learn foreign languages” (37). This ability obviously correlates with the levels of             

anxiety learners can experience. One could expect that learners with lower           

language aptitude will experience more anxiety. In this case anxiety would surely            
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be perceived as a consequence not a cause. In this context Sparks and             

Gunschow would label anxiety as a symptom of cognitive deficiency (262). This            

point of view was, however, challenged by other authors, namely Horwitz or            

McIntyre (Dornyei and Ryan 193).  

 

3.3 Motivation 
Motivation plays a central role in language learning in general. Dörnyei and            

Ryan state that motivation “provides the primary impetus to initiate L2 learning and             

to sustain the driving force in the long, often tedious learning process” (72).             

Motivation is crucial for attaining long-term goals and it can considerably make up             

for deficient language aptitude (Dornyei and Ryan 72). In today’s globalized world            

the main motivation of English learners usually is the integrative one, since it is              

said to have the most prominent impact on learners’ lives (Dörnyei and Csizér             

453).  

What connects motivation with anxiety are similar contextual factors, such          

as learning group, teacher or curriculum (Dornyei and Ryan 80). Another example            

of a certain interconnection between these two psychological aspects can be           

found in the attribution theory since “the reasons to which we attribute our past              

successes and failures shape our motivational disposition in the future” (Weiner           

30). For example, one can attribute a failure to lack of ability and will never try to                 

complete a task again. On the other hand, this failure can be attributed to lack of                

effort meaning that with more effort the chances are that the task can be              

completed next time (Weiner 31).  

It might thus be inferred that those who suffer from self-doubt will most             

probably ascribe their failures to the lack of their skills that cannot be easily gained               

which will make them feel anxious about a certain task. They might find             

themselves in a vicious circle, because their negative attribution would          

continuously let them down in their self-perception, self-esteem and         

self-confidence which often correlates with higher levels of anxiety. By contrast,           

low-anxiety learners would probably apply positive attribution style on their          
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potential failures, meaning that the attribution itself will not produce any more            

self-doubt.  

3.4 Willingness to Communicate 
Willingness to communicate represents another variable in one’s learning         

that is closely connected to the concept of anxiety. As the name itself suggests it               

refers to “a number of factors interacting to influence an individual’s likelihood of             

initiating communication in a specific situation” (Dornyei and Ryan 180). Practically           

speaking, some people try to avoid any communicative situations in foreign           

language whatsoever regardless their actual language skills. It is assumed that a            

certain role in this decision is played by anxiety factors apart from motivation,             

social context and other situational and personal variables. Pedagogically         

speaking, a big contribution to the research of willingness to communicate in ESL             

classroom environment was made by Peng (2014) who focused especially on the “             

‘secret elements’ going on in a classroom setting which regulate the extent of             

student involvement” (Peng 3). Similarly to Horwitz et al. (1986) Peng came up             

with the finding that unwillingness to communicate can represent a kind of            

avoidance strategy used by apprehensive learners as a result of constantly           

underestimating their perceived competence (82).  

4 Causes of FLA 

Many researchers have asked the question why some foreign language 

learners are anxious while others are not. Obviously, it is impossible to provide a 

simple explanation, but there are several tendencies that need to be taken in 

consideration in order to clarify the matter. These tendencies can be found on 

different levels, such as academic, cognitive and social levels.  

4.1 Academic Causes of FLA 

Among these factors causing FLA one can count the things that are a part              

of the classroom reality. Firstly, learners can be anxious about their pronunciation            

when speaking publicly in the classroom. This can be even intensified by an             
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insensitive error correction from the part of the teacher, for example when the             

teacher corrects students in an embarrassing way in front of his classmates. Also,             

some methods of testing can be quite stressful and thus provoking test anxiety.             

Last but not least it should be mentioned that some learners have very unrealistic              

goals in their learning. However harmless it might seem, high expectations are            

often an important factor in becoming anxious. Learners who set unrealistic goals            

usually suffer from the incapability of achieving them. In this context it is probably              

not surprising that perfectionism is one of the most anxiety provoking factors            

(Horwitz, It Aint Over Til Its Over 258). 

 

4.2 Cognitive Causes of FLA 

Cognitive causes mostly deal with the personality of the learner. It includes            

learners’ personality traits, such as one’s shyness, as well as, their low            

self-esteem. Low self-esteem can influence the levels of anxiety to a great extent.             

It can result from the previous experience with language learning , such as             

intolerant teacher, anxiety provoking methodology or low level of language          

competence (Rubio-Alcalá loc 4719). According to Bailey’s research in 1983 a           

very competitive classroom environment with a lot of peer rivalry can also            

negatively affect the learning experience and produce anxiety.   

4.3 Social Causes of FLA 

Social causes are quite intuitively causes that deal with the social           

dimension of a classroom interaction. A representative example is learner’s fear of            

being laughed at by the peers or any feeling of embarrassment being a             

consequence of a social interaction in the target language. Another social cause is             

embedded in learner’s fear of making mistakes that would hinder the           

communication or cause a cultural faux pas (Horwitz, It Aint Over Til Its Over 257). 
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5 Symptoms of FLA 

Anxiety is a phenomenon which influences one’s learning on different levels           

and in different stages of the learning process. It can impede the input, as well as,                

the processing and the following output (MacIntyre and Gregersen 198). 

Therefore, there are different ways of grouping the symptoms into          

categories. One of the classifications provided by Fernando D. Rubio Alcala           

recognizes psychological symptoms, communicative symptoms and behavioral       

symptoms. Another classification by Gregersen emphasizes the importance        

somatic and cognitive symptoms. He also mentions different behavioral patterns          

that would fit into Alcala’s category of behavioral symptoms. All of the above             

mentioned kinds of language anxiety symptoms should help language teachers          

identify the problem in the classroom, which can become quite complicated as            

some of the learners successfully hide their negative feelings behind a smile             

especially in the eyes of a teacher who is not properly trained in non-verbal              

awareness (Gregersen 59). 

5.1 Psychological Symptoms 

Psychological symptoms manifest anxiety as passivity resulting from the         

feelings of incompetence and discomfort. The learners can also suffer from           

infantilization as a consequence of not being able to express themselves           

(Rubio-Alcalá loc 4795 - 4806).  

5.2 Communicative Symptoms 

Communicative symptoms reside in the inability to communicate, which         

results in communication breakdown (Horwitz et al., Foreign Language Classroom          

Anxiety 126), as well as, extreme passivity in the classroom interaction. Also the             

learner is very sensitive to error correction, which makes him avoid communicative            

situations in order not to produce mistakes while communicating (Rubion-Alcalá          

loc 4806). 
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5.3 Behavioral Symptoms 

Behavioral symptoms represent the way anxiety makes the learner         

behave in the classroom. This category probably is the most explicit for the             

teachers. It is quite common that the learner avoids eye contact with the teacher,              

plays with hair, is clumsier than usually and displays considerable tension in the             

facial expression (Rubio-Alcalá loc 4815) and remarkably rigid posture (Gregersen          

388). Practically speaking, teachers could come across various forms of behavior           

which generally imply presence of anxiety in the classroom. Anxious learners often            

sit in the back of the classroom hoping that their seating will lower the chances               

that they will be called. For the same reasons they usually avoid eye contact with               

the teacher. Also, they avoid communicating with the teacher and the classmates.            

Once called, they typically respond with one-word answers and they never start a             

conversation themselves. When speaking anxious learners overuse gestures        

irrelevant to communication which often results in object manipulation or          

self-touching (Gregersen 388).  

5.4 Somatic and Cognitive Symptoms 

To include some somatic and cognitive symptoms of anxiety, it should be            

mentioned that anxious learners tend to experience a significant rise in their heart             

rate together with trembling hands, excessive sweating, blushing, feelings of          

confusion and mental blanks (Rubio-Alcalá loc 2471). However banal these might           

seem, it is extremely stressful for the learners since in their minds all of the               

symptoms are much more obvious to their classmates than they actually are. In             

literature this situation is referred to as illusion of transparency when the learner             

feels like everyone else knows exactly how he feels or what he thinks, even              

though it does not necessarily need to be the case (Gilovich et al. 165-168). 
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6 FLA and Its Relationship to the Level of English 

In the past, it was generally assumed that lower-level foreign language           

learners were more anxious when using the target language than their higher-level            

mates. However logical this may sound, this assumption was found to be very             

simplistic. It does not reflect the reality in its complexity since it refers to just one of                 

many variables influencing one’s FLA (Tóth 3595 - 3624).  

One of the researchers, who contributed a great deal to this matter, is a              

Hungarian linguist and pedagogue, Zsuzsa Tóth. In 2011, she came up with some             

surprising findings concerning the relationship of language proficiency and anxiety          

levels. It revealed that a number of proficient learners of English, especially those             

who had English as their university major, suffered intensively from high levels of             

anxiety. Most of them stated that they experienced FLA for the first time during              

their tertiary studies, not ever before. The learners expressed feelings of           

incompetence and self-doubt in the highly competitive environment. 

Therefore, it might be deduced that being trained to become a professional            

language user can become extremely anxiety provoking. Quite naturally, high          

expectations and overall pressure on accuracy in the target language use can            

produce self-doubts regardless the actual language skills.  

7 FLA and Its Relationship to the Number of Foreign          

Languages Acquired by the Learner 

Various authors have been interested in the relationship between the          

number of foreign languages acquired by the learner and the levels of anxiety he              

experiences. They came to the consensus that multilinguals tend to experience           

lower levels of anxiety than those who acquired just one foreign language in their              

life since “multilinguals have a heightened sense of metalinguistic awareness,          

which could arguably decrease their language learning anxiety” (Thompson and          

Lee 732). Clearly, there is a link between the number of foreign languages and the               

anxiety levels. The more languages an individual acquires and uses, the lower            
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levels of anxiety should enter the learning process. The number of acquired            

languages, however, is not the only variable. The order in which the languages             

followed each other can make a difference as well (Dornyei and Ryan 178).  
 

8 FLA and Its Relationship to Language Skills 
Even though the most discussed language skill in relation to language           

anxiety is speaking, all language skills can be potentially anxiety provoking in            

certain ways. The research of the relationship between language anxiety and           

language skills is represented among others by King and Smith, Saito or            

MacIntyre.  

8.1 Reading Anxiety 

It might seem that reading is the least anxiety provoking language skill,            

thanks to the fact that it usually is a private activity which is not easy to evaluate                 

(Saito et al. 202). Nevertheless, it can become as stressful as any other language              

skill. Learners often have to deal with comprehension problems in spite of being             

able to translate the separate words, which might follow from lack of cultural             

knowledge that would enable the learner to understand the text as a whole (Saito              

et al. 214).  

According to McIntyre, reading anxiety, as well as, FLA in general has to do              

with the level of self-confidence. The lower level of self-confidence the higher level             

of anxiety can be expected (MacIntyre et al., Conceptualizing Willingness to           

Communicate 546-562). Generally speaking, high levels of foreign language         

reading anxiety have been found in cases of learners whose mother tongue and             

the target language differed in writing systems (Saito et al. 203). Fortunately, for             

the Czech learners of English as a second language, there is no such barrier.  

8.2 Listening Anxiety 

Foreign language anxiety can be defined by three aspects: emotionality,          

worry and anticipatory fear (Kimura 173). Anticipatory fear especially has been           
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proved as a very strong feature making the learner unable to process the             

information properly and pay the same level of attention throughout the listening            

task (Kimura 187). Anxious learners have difficulties dealing with the overload of            

information, as they have no power over the speed in which the input is being               

delivered. This often produces fear of embarrassment or misunderstanding         

(Kimura 186). Quite surprisingly, exposing learners to more challenging listening          

materials for a certain period of time has been found helpful in reducing learners’              

foreign language listening anxiety, since the learners naturally started to prefer           

top-down processes over the bottom-up ones. (King and Smith loc 2297) 

8.3 Writing Anxiety 

It is important to mention that there has not been much research on writing              

anxiety. For some reason, researchers focused on FLA have not found writing as             

anxiety provoking as other language skills and there are not many sources on the              

topic available. Fortunately, Cheng summarises the findings in his articles, where           

he clearly states that writing anxiety undoubtedly is a problem which could be             

defined as “distress associated with writing and a profound distaste for the            

process” (Madigan et al. 295). It has been proved that writing apprehension            

manifest itself in terms of the quality of the text especially when the writer is               

creating under time pressure (Kean et al. 96-102) and concerning          

narrative-descriptive topics (Faigley et al. 16-21). The same effects usually do not            

show in argumentative essays with no time limits (Faigley et al. 16-21). 

According to Cheng, three crucial aspects of foreign language writing          

anxiety are low self confidence, adverse attitudes towards writing in English and            

writing evaluation apprehension. Apprehensive learners usually try to avoid         

writing, which has an influence on their career choices and academic decisions            

(Cheng 648). In order to lower anxiety, writing teachers are advised to grow their              

students’ self-confidence in general and especially their confidence in their own           

writing, since it has been proved that it is their self-perception rather than their              

actual competence that make them feel anxious when producing a written text in             

L2 (Cheng 652).  
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8.4 Speaking Anxiety 

Foreign language speaking anxiety has been given by far the most           

attention in the field of FLA research. It is also way easier to be identified by the                 

teacher than all the previous kinds of FLA in its relation to a particular language               

skill. Foreign language speaking anxiety is said to be one of the main components              

of FLA as such (Horwitz). It also slightly overlaps with social anxiety since             

speaking is largely involved in social interactions and it inevitably is “the primary             

form of communication in the classroom” (King and Smith loc 2316 - 2325). 

Using Clark’s and Well’s model, there are 4 interacting elements of foreign            

language speaking anxiety: feared predictions, self-focused attention, safety        

behaviors and somatic symptoms. “These processes all work together to maintain           

a person’s anxiety during social encounters” (King and Smith loc 2381). Feared            

predictions arise from learner’s belief that his performance is not acceptable and            

will be responded to by an undesirable evaluation from the others. They are based              

on unrealistically high standards that are impossible to be achieved by the learner             

(King and Smith loc 2395). Similarly, self-focused attention makes the learner           

overrate his own anxiety at the expense of not paying enough attention to             

language processing when speaking (Purdon 205). Both of these aspects quite           

logically result in safety behaviors, such as silence, avoiding eye contact or            

strategic choices in terms of seating in the classroom (King and Smith loc 2453). 

In order to lower foreign language speaking anxiety teachers should not           

close their eyes in front of the difficulties their students can have and should              

intervene in case that students are inhibited by speaking anxiety to such an extent              

that they can no longer effectively learn the target language through           

communication (King and Smith loc 2480). Another key step is improving group            

dynamics in the classroom through applying principles of humanistic psychology,          

enhancing communication using appropriate seating arrangement and       

corresponding forms of teaching (Dornyei and Murphy 19-23). 
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9 Classroom Implications 

Stress reducing strategies can be implemented in the classroom in different           

ways. Usually one can distinguish between direct and indirect implementation.          

While direct implementation is much more difficult to be used in the classroom,             

since it needs to focus on the particular learners who need it the most, teachers               

tend to use indirect implementation more often. They can apply it on the class as a                

whole and generally make the environment less anxiety provoking in order to            

prevent the negative manifestations of some the learners (Rubio-Alcalá loc 4836 -            

loc 4845).  

The crucial step is to minimize social anxiety which usually stands behind            

the fear of being embarrassed in the course of a social interaction in the target               

language (Oxford loc 4046) and which, as a consequence, causes problems with            

cognition, self-confidence, self-control and impedes the ability to express         

themselves (Dewaele and McIntyre 239).  

9.1 Teacher and Rapport 

The teacher should make sure that the atmosphere in the classroom is            

friendly and that the learners do not feel the potential negative effects of rivalry or               

competitive environment. Also the rapport between the teacher and his students           

can play a very important role in one’s language learning. Once the learner does              

not feel comfortable in the presence of his teacher it is highly probable that the               

learning process will not be as efficient. The teacher’s personality itself can be             

either motivating or demotivating to some extent for the learners. It should be             

natural that the teacher shows he cares for his students and that he is interested               

in their feelings. That includes a great deal of empathy and the ability to openly               

talk about how the learners feel in certain situations. The role of the teacher              

should be the one of the facilitator, students should be able to perceive the              

support and feel emotionally secure while being in the classroom (Rubio-Alcalá loc            

4845 - loc 4864). 
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9.2 Methodology 

Apart from highlighting the key role of the teacher, another important step in             

successful anxiety reduction is adopting an appropriate methodology which is          

either stress reducing in its nature or which is at least not anxiety provoking.              

Based on this assumption elements of learner-centered methods and approaches,          

such as CLT, Silent Way, TPR, or Suggestopedia or Cooperative Learning, should            

prevail in anxiety lowering English teaching (Rubio-Alcalá loc 4873).  

In accordance with the adopted methodology, teachers can implement tools          

that minimize anxiety, for example the use of mock tests before the actual testing              

making the evaluation system as transparent as possible (Rubio-Alcalá loc 4893).           

Some authors even suggest that when learners are tested they should experience            

success in the beginning in order to achieve better results. Teachers thus should             

start the examination or testing with an encouraging smile and a task or question              

that can offer a successful start to the learner (Rubio, Self-Esteem 17). 

9.3 Activities 

Appropriate selection of classroom activities can also influence to a certain           

extent the level of anxiety learners may experience in a foreign language class.  

The activities should not only develop learner’s language competence, but also his            

personality. They should maximize the learner’s self-esteem and minimize any          

feelings of self-doubt or anxiety (De Andrés and Arnold 167).  

It is advisable to use activities using pair work or group work as the              

organisational form. Learners usually feel much more comfortable in a smaller           

group of peers than performing individually in front of the whole class. Also, it is               

important that the main focus is on fluency rather than accuracy. Being absolutely             

grammatically accurate often is one of many unrealistic goals of perfectionist           

learners. Teachers should therefore encourage students to focus on the          

communicative value rather than on the form itself through the choice of suitable             

activities (Center for Open Educational Resources & Language Learning).  
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Practical Part 

Introduction 
The following part of the paper is dedicated to the research that was carried              

out for the purpose of this work. At first, the aim of the research is stated. Then the                  

research methodology is introduced, as well as, the research tools used. Another            

section deals with respondents, their selection and their specifics. What logically           

follows is data analysis where the results of both parts of the research are              

analysed in detail. The results of the quantitative part of the research are             

correlated with the hypotheses made in this section. Then the results are stated             

and conclusions in the form of practical classroom recommendations are drawn.           

Finally, several points for further research are suggested and the work is            

concluded summarizing the findings.  

Hypotheses 

There will be several hypotheses made for the quantitative part of the research. 

 

1. FLA is a problem that needs to be acknowledged. 

2. Older learners are more anxious than younger ones. 

3. Females are more anxious than males.  

11 Aim 
The aim of the quantitative part of the research is to find out whether              

anxiety really is a problem for adult learners of English as a second language.              

Also, the individual items of FLCAS will probably help to identify the causes of              

foreign language anxiety.  

The qualitative part, consequently, focuses on revealing what exactly         

makes the learners feel anxious and what can be done in order to prevent it from                
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happening. As a result, specific classroom implications will be made and hopefully            

will be taken into consideration by foreign language teachers in the future.  

12 Method 
Concerning methodology, it needs to be mentioned that for the purpose of            

this work mixed research was selected, which is not unusual for research in the              

area of foreign language anxiety (e.g. Simsek and Dörnyei, 2017; Peng, 2007).            

The research is divided into two parts. One research tool was chosen for each part               

of the research. In the first, quantitative part, research is carried out through a              

modified standardized questionnaire discussed in more detail later in this section. 

The qualitative part that follows takes the form of interviews with those            

learners who had the highest anxiety scores in the previous part of the research.              

The interview is structured and consists of 10 open questions and one            

dichotomous question. The answers are then examined through content analysis          

in order to use the anxious learners’ point of view to draw conclusions later              

reformulated into specific classroom recommendations.  

12.1 Data collection 

The quantitative data were collected via two channels. One of the channels            

was an online questionnaire administered by google forms. This google form           

consists of several parts. The first introductory part provides the respondents with            

the basic information about the research and its purpose. They also get            

instructions for how to fill out the questionnaire and they are reminded that their              

honesty is a key factor for the results of the research. Then a part where               

respondents are asked for some personal information, such as age, sex or contact             

information, number of foreign languages they have studied and how long they            

have been studying English follows. Finally, modified FLCAS questionnaire was          

implemented. This channel proved to be highly advantageous in terms of the later             

analysis, since the date were immediately available in a separate document, and            

the possibility to be spread effectively and ecologically.  
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The other channel was basically the same in structure, it was a paper             

version of the online form. It was used in few cases in which the respondents were                

more comfortable with this format than its online alternative. Obviously, it was            

more complicated in terms of the data analysis and it was less effective and more               

financially and ecologically demanding to use.  

12.2 FLCAS (= Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale) 

FLCAS is a unique device for measuring foreign language classroom          

anxiety in terms of communication apprehension, test anxiety and fear of negative            

evaluation (Horwitz and Cope, 1991). It was created by Elaine Horwitz, the            

pioneer of foreign language anxiety research, in 1986 and it has been used for              

research in this area since then. The questionnaire is a 33-item Likert scale. For              

every item there is a five-point scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly             

disagree. It has been rigorously validated for internal reliability, test-retest          

reliability, and construct validity (Horwitz, 1986). 

To evaluate the questionnaire in term of anxiety scores, 1 point has to be              

assigned to “strongly disagree” and 5 points to the option of “strongly agree” the              

other options are assigned the number of points respectively to their placement on             

the scale. When the statements are negative, the evaluation gets reversed (1 point             

for “strongly agree”, 5 points for “strongly disagree”). The higher the score, the             

more anxious the learner is and, accordingly, the lower the score is, the less              

anxiety the learner experiences. The maximal anxiety score corresponding to the           

modified questionnaire of 18 items equals to 90 points, while the minimal possible             

score is 18 points.  

For the purpose of this work the FLCAS questionnaire was modified (see            

appendix 1). Some of the questions were omitted which resulted in reducing the             

number of questions to the total of eighteen. There were several reasons for the              

modification. Firstly, the original number of questions was quite high and so            

potentially overwhelming in terms of concentration. Also, some of the questions           

were quite repetitive. That could result in the situation where respondents would            

lose concentration towards the end of the questionnaire and would choose the            
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answers without deliberation which might have had a negative impact on the            

collected data. Moreover, some of the questions, such as the ones including test             

anxiety or failing the classes, were not relevant enough for the group of             

respondents to be involved in this research.  

13 Respondents 

13.1 Respondent Selection 
 

Respondent selection was based on several criteria. Firstly, all the          

respondents had to be adults in the legal sense of the word, meaning that all of                

the respondents had to be 18 years old or older. Not only, subjectively speaking,              

were they supposed to be stable personalities, but also it was decided to focus              

this research on adults since it can be expected that they would be much more               

sensitive in terms of social anxiety which highly contributes to foreign language            

anxiety. Also, adults were expected to be more prone to be afraid of negative              

evaluation which might be taken as a proof of disrespect from the part of the               

teacher who can often happen to be younger than his or her students.  

Another criterion for respondent selection was their achieved level of          

English. Different factors had to be taken into consideration when deciding about            

which levels to include in the research. For example, lower level students might             

have troubles understanding the questionnaire and since there is no official Czech            

translation of FLCAS it was decided to prefer higher level students of English.             

Moreover, insufficient language competence in case of beginners might play an           

important role in their perception of themselves and might potentially be anxiety            

provoking itself, which is not the point of interest of this work. It was thus decided                

to focus on the learners who are currently attending English classes on the             

intermediate or upper-intermediate level.  

13.2 Respondent Data 

The total number of 105 respondents were willing to participate in the            

quantitative part of the research. In general, respondents of both sexes, as well             
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as, of different age groups were asked to participate. They came from various             

social and educational backgrounds. Their previous experience with foreign         

language learning differed considerably in terms of number of languages they had            

studied and in terms of how long they had been studying English.  

As it is clear from chart 1, the ratio of female and male respondents was               

slightly in favor of female respondents who represented 53.3% of the whole            

sample. 

 
Chart 1. Sex.  

 

One can ask why that is. The answer to this question could reside in the fact that                 

more women actually attend English classes than men and this is why they also              

prevail in this research. However, this is a pure speculation. 

It is also believed that the answers will be influenced by the factor of age                

since people of different age groups went through slightly different educational           

processes, which might form their previous experience with foreign language          

learning or more specifically with English learning to a great extent. It is a              

well-known fact that the previous experience can be crucial in the way learners             

approach English learning in the later years, which is why there might be a              
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connection between age and levels of anxiety that the learners experience. In            

order to organize the data, four age groups were made (see chart 2).  

 
Chart 2. Age Groups. 

 

The first age group (18-26 years old) includes those learners who have the             

highest potential of still studying within the Czech educational system, which might            

make a difference in their perception of anxiety. These people might be used to              

studying in one way or another and, therefore, learning English in their free time fit               

the most in their daily routines. The next group is represented by young adults              

(27-35 years old) who are supposed to be working already, but who have very              

fresh memories of the time they spent on their studies. Studying is thus not the               

predominant activity in their lives anymore, but they are still expected to be             

relatively flexible when it comes to learning.  

Moreover, what these two groups have in common is the fact that both of              

them entered schools after the year 1989 which also brought a turnover in             

language teaching in the Czechoslovakia. Until 1989 it can be expected that            

school curricula favored Russian as the first foreign language, but after the Velvet             

Revolution the country started to change the course from the east to the western              
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culture which also brought English to the school curricula across the country.            

Having said that, it is clear that these two age groups started learning English              

earlier than the representatives of the other two groups to follow.  

The third and the fourth age group have a lot in common. Firstly, both of               

these groups can be expected to have been out of school for a considerably              

longer period of time than the previous two. As a result learners are expected not               

to be used to studying and they need to find new strategies to learn grammar and                

vocabulary, as well as, to find time and motivation for learning English. Also, both              

of these groups started attending school during communism and their first foreign            

language was most probably Russian, unless they attended specialised language          

schools. Therefore, they started learning English much later that the previous two            

groups. Historically speaking, the fourth group is supposed to have entered the            

Czechoslovak educational system closer to the Russian invasion in 1968 than the            

third one, which makes it the most disadvantaged age group from this point of              

view.  

Another point of interest provides the information of how many years the            

learners have been studying English. Which is particularly interesting for          

identifying the onset of English learning for each of the respondents. It might also              

show some correlations between anxiety levels and the time spend on English            

learning. While some of the respondents have spent on English learning few years             

only, others have dedicated to this activity more than fifteen years. For the sake of               

clarity, the data were divided into three groups. The first group is made by those               

who have studied English for five years or less. The second group includes those              

who have studied English for six to fifteen years. The last group is represented by               

those who have been trying for sixteen years or more. As it is obvious from chart                

3, the majority of respondents falls into the second category.  
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Chart 3. How long have you been studying English?  

 

In terms of the achieved level of English the results are pretty balanced.             

Out of the total, there is almost the same number of those who have been               

attending B1 level classes and those who managed to get to B2 level classes.              

This balance can be seen in chart 4, where it is illustrated that 54 respondents               

representing 51.4% of the total have achieved B2 level, while 51 respondents            

representing 48.6% have achieved B1 level.  
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Chart 4. Level of English. 

 

The last variable can be found in the number of languages respondents            

have studied since there is a relationship between the number of acquired            

languages and the expected levels of anxiety as it is stated in the theoretical part               

of the work. In this regard it is probably not surprising that there is a certain                

number of respondents who have been studying English as the first and only             

foreign language. On the other hand, there are scarce examples of students who             

have studied up to 5 foreign languages in their life. Most of respondents, however,              

have the experience of studying between 2 and 3 foreign languages which is             

potentially anchored in most of European educational systems, where it is very            

common that at a certain age students start studying their second or third foreign              

language (Halamová). The figures are clearly organized in chart 5.  
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Chart 5.Number of foreign languages you have studied.  

 

Obviously, the sample is not big and varied enough to be representative.            

There are several causes to that. Firstly, not many English learners are eager to              

spend time and energy on participating in student’s research. The options are            

quite limited when the researcher has nothing to offer to the respondents in an              

exchange for their participation except for the results. Which, unfortunately, was           

the case. Secondly, there were some requirements for respondents which made it            

even more complicated to find a sufficient number of them for the conclusions to              

be generalised. Therefore, it needs to be mentioned that no general conclusions            

can be drawn from the research, however, it is believed that it is a good start for                 

the potentially following research in this area.  

14 Data Analysis 
Dindings of both parts of the research will be discussed in this part of the               

work. The quantitative part of the research will be analysed from two different             

perspectives. One of the perspectives looks at the results of the individual items of              

the questionnaire and analyses and them one by one. It also provides the reader              
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with an interpretation of the results on the individual level. The other perspective is              

represented by analysing anxiety scores. This perspective will enable the readers           

to see some general tendencies in relationship to the respondents. At the end of              

this part of analysis, five interviews with those respondents who had the highest             

anxiety scores will be analysed. 

14.1 Quantitative Part of the Research 

 

14.1.1 FLCAS results by the individual items 
 

As it has been stated above, this part is dedicated to analysing each             

questionnaire item separately, the findings are then further interpreted on the           

basis of theoretical assumptions together with personal experience. In some cases           

there is an attempt to explain why something proved to be the way it is, however,                

since the interpretations may involve a certain level of subjectivity, it has to be              

admitted that the interpretations do not aim to be and cannot be broadly             

generalized.  

 

1. 14.1.1.1 I never feel quite sure of myself when I am speaking in my foreign               
language class.  

 

The first item of the modified FLCAS makes the impression that it is setting              

the tone of the whole research. Even though, most respondents who agreed with             

this statement proved a certain level of anxiety also later on, some of them              

showed that it is definitely not as clear as it might seem at the first sight.  
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Chart 6. I never feel quite sure of myself when I am speaking in my foreign language class. 

 
As it is clear from chart 6, more than a half of respondents often              

experiences self-doubts when speaking the target language in their language          

class. What is particularly alarming is that only 18.1% disagree with the statement,             

meaning that only less than a fifth of respondents feels self-confident when            

speaking in the lessons and none of these respondents actually chose the option             

of “strongly disagree”. That might suggest that nobody actually feels 100%           

self-assured when speaking the foreign language. The red part of the chart            

represents those who picked “Neither agree nor disagree”, it might be the case of              

those who are not completely identified with the word “never” in the statement,             

implying that they sometimes do not feel quite sure. Or they simply do not want to                

sound too self-important.  

 

14.1.1.2 I don’t worry about making mistakes in language class. 

This question focuses on being comfortable making mistakes in language          

class. Obviously, those with high anxiety scores are expected to strongly disagree            

with the statement. On the other hand, those learners who proved to have low              
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anxiety scores are supposed to show a certain level of tolerance regarding their             

own mistakes in the classes. Again, anxiety is definitely not the only possible             

reason for not being comfortable making mistakes when attending language          

classes. One can expect a significant influence of the previous learning           

experience. It is also possible that in case of this question some of the learners               

might care, just because they are afraid of ruining their self-image which imply             

social anxiety rather than pure foreign language classroom anxiety.  

 
Chart 7. I don’t worry about making mistakes in language class. 

 

In congruence with what has been said in the theoretical part of the paper,              

female respondents are expected to be more worried than their male classmates.            

This assumption proved to be right since more women disagreed with the            

statement than men. Out of 69 respondents who disagreed with the statement,            

there were 39 female respondents, which means that there is a difference,            

however, it is not dramatic.  

Only about one fifth of respondents do not worry about making mistakes.            

This finding might seem a little bit sad in the context of today’s teacher training.               

Teachers are told to regard mistakes as a potential for learning (Harmer,            
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Scrivener). They are also encouraged to implicitly or explicitly share this view with             

their students in order to make them feel comfortable even when making mistakes.             

However, the figures clearly show that making mistakes is still stressful since over             

65% of respondents would identify themselves with the statement. Creating a           

friendly and safe learning environment, where making mistakes is not face           

threatening or stress-producing, should obviously be one of the priorities of           

language teachers.  

 

14.1.1.3 I tremble when I know that I'm going to be called on in language class.  

 This statement might be supposed to be in correlation with the first one,             

however, the research showed that the word “tremble” implying a not negligible            

physical symptom of anxiety is probably too strong in its meaning for the majority              

of respondents.  

 
Chart 8. I tremble when I know that I’m going to be called on in language class.  

 

Even some respondents (approximately 20%) who generally had relatively high          

anxiety scores and who strongly agreed or agreed with the first statement            

disagreed with this one. In contrast, some of those respondents who had an             
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average anxiety score agreed with this statement. It might be the factor of             

personality, that influenced the data for this item. It can be expected that             

introverted learners will be more nervous when called on to speak publicly, while             

their extroverted mates might not find it as stressful. For the group of respondents              

who chose “neither agree nor disagree” their decision can be interpreted in the             

way that it happens to them in a particular situation, such as when they are not                

sure what to say or what the correct answer is, but they would not generalize it as                 

a usual tendency.  

 

14.1.1.4 It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in the foreign 

language. 

Even though, the statement number 4 involves a word with a very strong             

meaning, such as “frightens”, half of the respondents actually more or less agreed,             

while only a fourth of them disagreed in a way. Particularly interesting is the fact,               

that almost the same proportion of respondents picked “Neither agree nor           

disagree” as the answer, which might mean that they do not identify themselves             

with the word “frightens”, but at the same time they are not completely comfortable              

when they do not understand what the teacher is saying.  
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Chart 9. It frightens me when I don’t understand what the teacher is saying in the foreign 
language.  
 
 

The question is, whether the learners who are frightened when they do not             

understand what the teacher is saying do something about it (e.g. ask for             

repetition or ask what a certain word means) or whether they decide to stay silent               

for some reason and feel frightened. It might be interesting to find out which              

factors would make them behave proactively and what, on the contrary, can            

potentially lead to their passivity.  

 

14.1.1.5 It wouldn't bother me at all to take more foreign language classes. 

This item obviously relies on the fact that anxious English learners will be             

reluctant to take more foreign language classes, while relaxed learners will be            

neutral or positive to take some more foreign language classes.  

 
Chart 10. It wouldn’t bother me at all to take more foreign language classes.  

 

The data showed that over 43% of respondents agreed in comparison to almost             

41% of those who disagreed. It might be assumed that those with a positive              
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previous experience and possibly with the experience of learning more foreign           

languages, will be willing to take more classes without feeling uncomfortable. The            

latter hypothesis proved to be wrong since only 26% of those who have studied              

two or more languages chose “agree” or strongly agree as their answer. The             

positive previous experience might not be the case or these learners simply do not              

feel any motivation to take more English classes. Lastly, multilingualism might not            

be a variable in this question at all. On the other hand, one could expect that                

learners for whom English is the first and the only foreign language will be less               

enthusiastic to take more language classes. In reality, half of these learners stated             

that they agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. The results also correlated             

with anxiety scores. The average score of those who disagreed with the statement             

was 56 which is the overall average and it falls into the category of medium               

anxiety.  

 

14.1.1.6 During language class, I find myself thinking about things that have nothing to do               

with the course.  

This item brought into light an interesting finding. Almost 67% of           

respondents admitted that their attention is not fully focused on the lesson, while             

only 23.6% of them rejected it. 
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Chart 11. During language class, I find myself thinking about things that have             
nothing to do with the course.  
 

Unfortunately, the figures do not tell anything about what makes learners turn their             

attention to something else than the language class. It might be assumed that for              

the anxious learners thinking about something that has no connection to the            

language class is a kind of avoidance strategy. They might intentionally think            

about something else in order to avoid having negative thoughts about the lesson.             

This explanation finds its support in the data, since the options “agree” and             

“strongly agree” was, in general, chosen by those respondents who showed higher            

levels of anxiety than the others. Other possible explanations would be probably            

based on the fact that adult learners often attend evening classes, which can have              

an impact on their concentration. Presuming that they spend most of the day at              

work or at school and then they come to the language class it does not sound                

improbable that they get easily distracted and they cannot fully concentrate on the             

lesson.  
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14.1.1.7 I keep thinking that the other students are better at languages than I am. 

This statement undoubtedly reflects one’s self-perception which is a key          

factor in terms of foreign language anxiety. Learners who experience anxiety are            

often at odds with self-confidence which can make them extremely sensitive to            

negative evaluation and, therefore, they may feel inferior to their classmates           

regardless their actual skills.  

 
Chart 12. I keep thinking that the other students are better at languages than I am.  

 

The figures clearly show that almost three quarters of all respondents do not think              

of themselves as being as good at languages as their classmates. Obviously, not             

all of these learners can be labeled as anxious, but it is highly probable that low                

self-esteem would be a common feature of those who are. Nevertheless, apart            

from the debilitating effects of low self-esteem, there might be some facilitating            

effects as well. Considering the others better at languages can be motivating for             

those who believe that they can improve and who can take their better classmates              

as role-models. The trouble is that the impression some of the learners make does              

not have to be in harmony with their actual language competence. Therefore,            

learners with lower self-esteem might choose as their role-models students who           
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are not objectively better at languages, but who just have higher self-esteem and             

thus seemingly perform better in the target language.  

 

14.1.1.8 I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation in language class. 

This statement shows a certain degree of foreign language anxiety.          

Speaking without preparation is a necessary real-life skill in the target language            

and language classes should provide appropriate practice. This is why, it is an             

activity which makes an inevitable part of language classes, however stressful it            

might be for the learners.  

 
Chart 13. I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation in language class.  

 

The figures clearly show that almost a half of respondents identified themselves            

with this statement. The important question is why such a number of English             

learners are uncomfortable speaking without preparation. There are several         

possible explanations. First of all, this problem can be connected with unpleasant            

atmosphere in the classroom. Either insensitive evaluation from the teacher or           

high degree of peer rivalry can make it extremely difficult for some learners,             

especially those with low self-esteem and consequently high levels of anxiety.           
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Also, the answer can be found in the way the language classes are taught. It is                

possible that some teachers do not stick to the target language and learners             

simply do not have enough practice. It is partly based on the choice of              

methodology, which can play a certain role in this problem. If the teacher mostly              

uses teacher-centered methods which do not involve communicative tasks, it is           

probable that once the learners are supposed to do a communicative task, they             

will not be prepared to that extent that it wouldn’t make them feel uncomfortable. It               

would be interesting to see a comparison of different students attending the same             

language class since it would help to identify what stands behind this panic.             

Unfortunately, the data are not available from this research.  

On the other hand, looking at the results from another point of view, it              

needs to be mentioned that almost the same number of respondents did not agree              

with the statement which means that speaking without preparation does not bring            

strong emotions to this part of respondents. So in the bigger picture, these results              

are not as bad as it might seem in the context of this work.  

 

14.1.1.9 I don't understand why some people get so upset over foreign language classes. 

This statement makes a clear cut between those who acknowledge          

negative feelings as a possible reaction to foreign language learning, English in            

this case, and those who don’t. Actually, it is even stronger than that, because not               

understanding why some people get upset over foreign language classes goes           

beyond one’s individual feelings and thus it gains a more general value. In             

contrast, some of those who disagreed with this statement did not necessarily            

proved their own anxiety, but they surely proved a great deal of compassion for              

those who find foreign language classes upsetting.  
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Chart 14. I don’t understand why some people get upset over foreign language classes. 

 

As one can see in chart 14, bare majority proved their compassion to those              

who do get upset over foreign language classes. On the contrary, almost a third of               

respondents agreed with the statement. This proportion of respondents obviously          

feels very comfortable and confident and does not see anything that should upset             

foreign language learners, which is very interesting in comparison with the results            

of item number 7.  

While less than 11% of respondents stated that they do not keep thinking             

that other students are better at foreign languages than they are, over 32 % of               

respondents do not understand why some people find foreign language learning           

upsetting. There is a significant disproportion, that feels a little bit surprising and             

that should be further discussed.  

The disproportion can explained by the fact that feeling that others are            

better is not considered to be upsetting even though it might be expected to be.               

Some respondents might have felt a little unsure about their language competence            

in comparison to their classmates, but that did not make them feel upset, which              
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might be why even these learners are not understanding towards getting upset            

over foreign language classes.  

 

14.1.1.10 In language class, I can get so nervous I forget things I know. 

This item focuses on one of the symptoms often accompanying foreign 

language anxiety. Apart from other cognitive symptoms, memory lapses usually 

appear when learners are anxious about a specific situation. Typically, learners 

suffer from blanks when they are supposed to speak in front of their classmates 

whose attention is concentrated on the speaker. The speaker can get under the 

pressure and forget what he wanted to say or what linguistic means to use. See 

chart 15. 

Chart 15. In language class, I can get so nervous I forget things I know.  

 

Almost 55% of respondents admitted that forgetting things they know when being            

nervous is their case. These respondents obviously suffer from a certain level of             

anxiety. The number is a proof that foreign language anxiety impedes both            

language learning and communication. The implication for language teachers is          

clear. There is a tendency for learners to forget things when being nervous.             
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Teachers should, therefore, work on the social climate of the classroom in order to              

lower the levels of nervousness. Also, they should be empathetic once they            

cannot prevent the situation from happening. Learners should not be humiliated           

and their feelings of embarrassment should be as minimized as possible.  

On the other side, 33% of respondents disagreed with the statement which            

means that a third of respondents do not get nervous to that extent that it would                

cause them memory lapses. It might be interesting to find out what lies behind the               

decision of 12.3% of respondents to choose “neither agree nor disagree”. It seems             

that they might forget things they know, but it does not have anything to do with                

nervousness. However, they might have chosen this answer for other reason as            

well.  

14.1.1.11 I would not be nervous speaking the foreign language with native speakers. 

In the context of the results of previous research on foreign language            

anxiety in communication with native speakers, such as Woodrow (2006), one           

could expect that anxiety levels will be rising when speaking with a native speaker              

or another authority in general.  

 
Chart 16. I would not be nervous speaking the foreign language with native speakers.  
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Indeed, the results show a correlation with Woodrow’s findings, even though they            

are not as unequivocal as it might be expected. Almost 53% of respondents more              

or less disagree with the statement. Clearly, one of the reasons why, can be native               

speakers’ proficiency contrasting with learners’ communicative competence.       

Anxious learners would probably tend to compare themselves with the native           

speaker and would find it impossible to be as good, which would make them feel               

even more anxious since aspiring to be as proficient as a native speaker definitely              

is an unrealistic goal, especially with the late onset of the language acquisition.  

A third of respondents, on the other hand, agrees with the statement which shows              

a significantly more relaxed attitude. These respondents probably count on native           

speakers’ tolerance towards the learners and their mistakes. According to Ewald’s           

study (2007), low anxiety students would more focus on the content of the             

conversation, while their high anxiety classmates would probably concentrate         

more on the form and their own performance.  

There is also a non-negligible group of respondents (15%) who chose “neither            

agree nor disagree”. Their choice might be, for example, justified by either lack of              

experience with talking to native speakers, which would disable them to decide, or             

by the fact that it does not make a difference for them in terms of nervousness,                

whether they speak with a native speaker or with a non-native speaker.  

 

14.1.1.12 I get upset when I don't understand what the teacher is correcting. 

This statement undoubtedly tries to find out how much control over the            

lesson learners need to have. It can be expected that low anxiety learners will be               

more or less all right when they do not fully understand what is going on during a                 

lesson. High anxiety learners are expected to prove lower tolerance of ambiguity            

and therefore will tend to require more control over what is happening in the              

lesson in general and in a particular situation like error correction.  
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Chart 17. I get upset when I don’t understand what the teacher is correcting. 

 

The above mentioned assumption proved to be right, since the average anxiety            

score of those who picked “agree” or “strongly agree” is 59, which is above              

average. To illustrate how high it actually is, it can be compared with the average               

anxiety score of the group of respondents who chose “disagree” or “strongly            

disagree”, which is 50. The same average anxiety score was reached by the             

respondents who neither agreed nor disagreed, which was a bit of a surprise.  

This item implies that not understanding what the teacher is correcting is an             

issue and teachers should try to avoid ambiguity when correcting mistakes in            

order to make their students feel better and learn more effectively.  

 

14.1.1.13 Even if I am well prepared for language class, I feel anxious about it.  

Preparation for language classes is an issue, especially in case of adult 

students. Adult students usually have a specific attitude to preparation for the 

classes that is partly based on their motivation for learning a foreign language and 

partly on the fact that they usually cannot fail the classes. From this point of view, 
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one would expect that not all of the students are actually prepared for their classes 

and that those who are prepared should not be anxious about it.  

 
Chart 18. Even If I am well prepared for language class, I feel anxious about it.  
 
In contrast with this assumption almost 44% of respondents do feel anxious about             

their language classes despite their good preparation. This group of respondents           

mostly consisted of women. The average age in this group was 35 years. An              

important piece of information is that the average anxiety score of these            

respondents is 59. So it can be drawn that there is a direct link between agreeing                

with the statement and high anxiety score.  

There is almost 10% group of respondents who chose “neither agree nor            

disagree”. This answer might imply that either they cannot tell because they do not              

get prepared for language classes or they do not feel that preparation would             

change the way they feel about the classes. 

 

14.1.1.14 I often feel like not going to my language class. 

This statement can be looked at from various points of view. One possible             

way to look at it would be that anxious students will think about not going to their                 
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language class as a form of avoidance behavior. Also, it is possible, that anxious              

learners, on the other hand, would go to the language class as often as possible in                

order not to miss anything. Another possible assumption is that those who skip             

classes will be those learners who are not motivated enough and who think that              

missing a lesson is not a big deal.  

 
Chart 19. I often feel like not going to my language class.  

 

Obviously, more respondents are in opposition to the statement which definitely is            

good news. However, there is a non-negligible group of respondents (around           

34%) who more or less agreed. In order to find out why, the data were analysed                

and it was found that this group is made mostly by men. The average age is 30                 

years. Although, there are representatives of low anxious learners there are far            

more high anxious learners. Since the average anxiety score is higher in this             

group than in the group of respondents who disagreed with the statement, it             

seems that the first assumption made above is correct.  

There is also a relatively large group of respondents who chose “neither            

agree nor disagree” as their answer. The data show that the average anxiety             

score for this group is as high as for the first group, meaning that this group mostly                 

consists of anxious learners. It seems that they do not agree or disagree because              
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of the formulation of the statement. They might not agree with the word “often”              

which implies high frequency of feeling like not going to the language class. It is               

possible, that they sometimes feel like it, which results in their not choosing             

“disagree” or “strongly disagree”, but at the same time they cannot choose “agree”             

or “strongly agree”. 

 

14.1.1.15 I am afraid that my language teacher is ready to correct every mistake I make.  

This item deals with error correction which is one of the moments known to              

ignite foreign language anxiety. Of course, it depends on how a particular            

language teacher approaches mistakes and errors at first and also in what way he              

corrects the mistakes or errors. Error correction should not necessarily be a            

stressful element of language classes, if the teacher proves to be sensitive            

enough and shows respect to learners’ individualities. Unfortunately, this is not the            

case in every single foreign language class and some learners are still afraid of              

making mistakes because of the reaction of their teacher. The way learners feel             

about it can also be influenced by the frequency of being corrected. It can thus be                

assumed that If teacher corrects every single mistake immediately, learners will be            

more anxious. 
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Chart 20. I am afraid that my language teacher is ready to correct every mistake I make. 

 

Fortunately, the findings are rather positive since only less than 25% of            

respondents more or less agreed with the statement, moreover, the average           

anxiety score in this respondent group is 60, which means that these respondents             

suffer from relatively high levels of anxiety. Contrarily, almost 53% of respondents            

disagreed or even strongly disagreed with the statement, which means that more            

than a half of respondents is not afraid of the teacher being eager to correct every                

mistake they make. However, there is a large group that represents almost one             

fifth of respondents who neither agreed nor disagreed with the statement. This            

group is mostly made of women (14 out of 21), whose average anxiety score is the                

same as in the first group, 60. This finding is a little bit surprising, because               

according to literature, one would expect that learners with such a high anxiety             

score chose one of the options “agree” or “strongly agree”. So the question is, why               

did not they? One possible explanation is that they cannot fully identify with the              

statement. So similarly to some of the previous items, it might be assumed that it               

is the formulation itself which made them choose a rather neutral option. Another             

potential explanation is that even anxious learners do not necessarily perceive           
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error correction as a stressful situation reinforcing their anxiety. It is, however,            

highly improbable since as it has been mentioned earlier, error correction is            

considered to be one of the frequent causes of foreign language anxiety.  

 

14.1.1.16 Language class moves so quickly I worry about getting left behind. 

This item deals with the pace of language classes. The way it is perceived              

can differ considerably for each individual learner. Altogether with anxiety itself,           

other psychological variables, such as language aptitude or self-esteem, are in           

play in how quickly the language class moves in the eyes of the learners. No               

matter how quickly the classes actually move, for some learners it might be too              

quick, as well as, for others it might be way too slow. Feeling that the classes                

move so quickly that it is almost impossible to catch up can undoubtedly be              

extremely stressful and anxiety provoking. Therefore, it might be expected that           

anxious learners will agree with the statement to some extent.  

 
Chart 21. Language class moves so quickly I worry about getting left behind. 

 

Fortunately, less than a third of respondents actually do worry about getting left             

behind as a consequence of the class moving too quickly. This respondent group             
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is mostly represented by women of the average age of 35 years. There is a               

significant correlation between choosing “agree” or “strongly agree” and a          

relatively high average anxiety score of 61. Moreover, two thirds of respondents            

who have studied just one foreign language belong to this group. Which, in fact, is               

in complete harmony with the theoretical assumptions.  

To compare it with the majority of respondents who disagreed with the            

statement to some extent, this group was on average five years younger. The             

number of men and women was more balanced and the average anxiety score 53,              

which is not exactly low, but it is way lower than the score of the previous group.                 

Apart from few exceptions representatives of this group have studied two foreign            

languages.  

Those respondents who chose the option “neither agree nor disagree”          

proved to be literally in the middle in terms of the average score. Nevertheless,              

this group is a little older than the first one with the average age of 37 years. All of                   

these respondents are multilinguals. Again, it might be assumed that this group is             

not completely indifferent towards the pace of the classes, but at the same time              

they might not agree with the statement completely. Either, their language class is             

not so fast, or they would not use the verb “worry” to express their attitude.  

 

14.1.1.17 When I'm on my way to language class, I feel very sure and relaxed. 

This statement deals with learners’ feelings on the way to their language            

class. Anxious learners are expected to be overwhelmed by their anxiety to such             

an extent that they are not able to stop thinking about it even before the class                

itself. On the other hand, learners who generally do not experience anxiety or who              

experience a very mild form of foreign language anxiety are supposed to be             

relaxed and feel confident about themselves on their way to the language class. 
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Chart 22. When I’m on my way to language class, I feel very sure and relaxed. 

 

As it is clear from chart 22, over 40% of respondents agreed with the statement,               

which means they do feel relaxed on their way to the language class, which is not                

bad. Only about 26% of respondents clearly disagree with the statement. Quite            

intuitively, these respondents fall into the category of anxious learners with the            

average anxiety score of 61. It is understandable that anxious learners start to             

have negative feelings even before they actually get to the language class since             

based on their previous experience the already expect it to be stressful for them.              

This problem is also connected with other lower-order personality traits such as            

self-esteem. The lower one’s self-esteem is, the higher probability of being           

anxious and as a result, not feeling sure and relaxed on their way to language               

class.  

 

14.1.1.18 I feel overwhelmed by the number of rules you have to learn to speak a foreign                 

language. 

It is a well-known fact that it is much easier for foreign language learners to apply                

rules in writing before they start applying them in speaking. One of the reasons for               
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that is that when writing learners have a lot more time to process all the rules they                 

need to apply while when speaking the time to think everything through is quite              

limited. That is why some learners might feel overwhelmed by the number of rules              

they have to learn to speak a foreign language.  

The expectations in this case are, however, a little ambiguous. Primarily,           

one would assume that the problem involves more of the anxious learners than             

those who are relaxed. But at the same time, one needs to keep in mind that                

anxious learners are usually characterised by low tolerance of ambiguity, which           

means that they actually find rules quite helpful in the process of learning and              

language use. 

 
Chart 23. I feel overwhelmed by the number of rules you have to learn to speak a foreign                  

language. 

 

In spite of the potential ambiguity, the first assumption proved to right as one can               

see in chart 23. Vast majority of almost 70% of respondents agreed or strongly              

agreed with the statement which means that the number of rules one needs to              

apply when speaking a foreign language is indeed perceived as overwhelming in            

the negative sense of the word. This group of respondents includes not only highly              

anxious learners, but also some learners with lower anxiety scores. However, the            
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average anxiety score of this group is 58, which means that there clearly is a               

relationship between higher levels of anxiety and being overwhelmed by the           

number of rules learners have to learn to speak a foreign language.  

Even though, approximately one fifth of respondents disagreed with the          

statement, there were no respondents who strongly disagreed with the statement.           

That might imply that even learners who do not feel overwhelmed by all the rules               

do not feel completely comfortable and sure about using them when speaking.  

 

14.1.2 FLCAS results by anxiety score 

In this part of the paper, results of the quantitative part of the research will               

be analysed on the level of general tendencies based on anxiety score. Also,             

hypotheses made in the introduction to the practical part of the thesis will be              

confirmed or refuted in this section.  

 

Generally speaking, the lowest possible score in the modified FLCAS is 18,            

while the highest possible score is 90. None of these extremes were actually             

achieved by any of the respondents. The lowest anxiety score achieved in the             

research was the one of 41. It belongs to a 23 year-old woman who has studied                

three foreign languages and who has been studying English for 12 years. In             

contrast, the highest achieved anxiety score in the research was 67. It was             

achieved by two respondents sharing some of the characteristics. Both of these            

respondents are women in their thirties, they both have been studying English for             

more than 20 years and they have both studied two foreign languages. Also, they              

both are currently attending B2 level English class. The average anxiety score of             

all respondents was 56. 

For the sake of clarity, the anxiety scores achieved by respondents will be             

divided into three categories (low anxiety score, medium anxiety score and high            

anxiety score) see chart 24. This will help to draw some conclusions from the              

results.  
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Chart 26. Anxiety score ranges.  

 

It is clear from the chart that the vast majority of respondents actually fall into the                

category of medium anxiety which ranges scores from 43 to 66. Only two             

respondents proved to be highly anxious, which is a positive finding. On the other              

hand, it needs to be mentioned that only 3 respondents out of 105 can be               

classified as low anxiety learners. This finding is actually quite alarming and it is a               

clear proof that anxiety obviously is an issue for Czech adult students of English.              

So the first hypothesis proved to be right.  

In order to be more specific about the results of the research, the medium              

anxiety group of respondents should be examined in more detail. The group is             

actually very large in terms of the anxiety score span and so it is important to see                 

the distribution of the respondents within the category (see chart 27).  
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Chart 27. Distribution within medium anxiety group. 

 

It is clear from the chart, that the density is much higher in the upper part of the                  

diagram which means that more respondents actually showed higher levels of           

anxiety within their group. There are not many respondents whose scores placed            

them below the 50 mark.  

The second hypothesis deals age as a factor in foreign language anxiety. It             

assumes that older learners are more anxious than their younger classmates as a             

result of their later onset in English learning. The results showed that it is not               

entirely true, although, for the first three age groups it seemed to work (see chart               

28).  
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Chart 28. Average anxiety score depending on age. 

 

The average anxiety score was rising from 52.8 for the group 18-26 to 56.7 for the                

group 27-35 then even higher to 58.6 for the group 36-45. At this point the number                

started to decrease to 53.9 which was the average anxiety score for the oldest              

group of respondents 46-60. So it can be concluded, that there is a relationship              

between age and anxiety levels, however, it not linear as it was expected. The last               

age group proved to be closer to the youngest group than to any other. The               

question is what stands behind this turn in the trend given by the other groups.               

One could speculate that the last age group is represented by people who have              

more life experience and who can transform this experience into a detached view             

on life in general and also more specifically on different activities that they do. This               

might be reason for their feeling less self-doubt and anxiety as a consequence.  

The third hypothesis presupposes that females will be more anxious than           

males. Therefore, the male average anxiety is supposed to be lower than the             

female average anxiety score. While male average anxiety was 55.9, female           

scored 55.4 on average. This means that the third hypothesis was wrong. There is              

not much difference in the results according to sex. Moreover, in reality male             
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average was slightly higher. The table containing all the data is available in             

appendices, see appendix 2. 

14.2 Qualitative Part of the Research 

In the qualitative part of the research, five respondents with the highest            

anxiety scores were interviewed. The interview was structured. There were 11           

questions in total, the purpose of which was to find out what exactly makes the               

selected respondents anxious about English learning and what would, therefore,          

help to improve their condition. The aim of this part is to identify the particular               

causes of foreign language anxiety and consequently to infer classroom          

implications for foreign language teachers so that they can reduce the causes as             

much as possible.  

The questions were first formulated in English, as well as, the rest of the              

paper, however, taking into consideration learners’ anxiety and the accuracy in           

terms of the content of their answers, the interviews were finally carried out in              

Czech. All of the questions were translated into Czech for that reason. The             

interview took approximately 12-25 min each. Respondents were not limited in           

their answers so the length differed significantly. The interviews took place in a             

neutral environment offering privacy and comfort. Concerning the sensitive nature          

of an interview of this kind, the interviewer had to show a lot of respect and                

empathy for the respondents in order to make them feel safe and answer the              

questions openly with a great deal of sincerity. Originally, it was planned that all of               

the interviews would be recorded, but after the first respondent had refused, it was              

decided that the interviews will be transcribed. For transcriptions see appendices           

5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 

The interviews were examined through content analysis. Each transcription         

was subject to division into different categories, based on their incidence in the             

text. The most fruitful source of categories were verbs and adjectives. The            

individual categories were highlighted in the text. Some of the texts incorporated            

more categories than others, but the most important categories appeared in all of             

the texts. The coding was then transformed in the text of analysis itself.  
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Some transcripts were not easy to work with, because they were really            

short (e.g. Interview 3). There were numerous categories in the text, but some of              

them did not reappear very often. Also, sometimes the categories basically           

coincided with the questions in the interview so it was not clear whether the              

interviewee would use the same means of expression If he or she was not asked               

the question. Generally speaking, there was a learning curve to both transcribing            

the interviews and the following analysis. 

For several reasons, such as time limitations and financial demands which           

make it completely unaffordable for research like this, the coding was not verified             

by another researcher and so this cannot be regarded as open coding. It is rather               

intuitive work with the content based on researcher’s familiarity with the problem            

and its context. This clear methodological limitation needs to be taken into            

consideration with regard to the results which do not attempt to be broadly             

generalized. 

14.2.1 Interview 1 

The first interview took place on March 26 at 4:30pm in a cosy café in               

Prague 4. The interviewee agreed to be interviewed under the condition of            

anonymity and for the same reason refused to be sound recorded.  

It was clear from the interview that the interviewee suffered from foreign            

language anxiety even before and after the language class itself mostly in the form              

of reflection. She was very negative in self-evaluation and expressed fear of            

negative evaluation and error correction from the part of the teacher. The negative             

evaluation and insensitive error correction worked as a trigger to self-doubt and            

demotivation. She refused that her classmates would make her feel uncomfortable           

in any way. On the other hand, she found her relationship with her classmates              

quite positive. She mentioned the personality of the teacher and his rapport to his              

students several times through a lot of words which are negative in their             

connotations and forms. His personality was described as egoistic and          

self-righteous with a tendency to humiliate weaker individuals as a part of face             

saving act. Also, the students as a group were said to be in opposition against the                
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teacher, which enabled them to build a strong sense of community. Physical and             

cognitive symptoms of foreign language anxiety were frequently mentioned, as          

well as, negative emotions toward the classes and the teacher. A large proportion             

of the interview consists of implications of how to improve the current situation             

from the interviewee’s perspective. It highlights the importance of human and           

professional qualities in the teacher’s personality, such as empathy or the ability to             

motivate the students positively. 

14.2.2 Interview 2 

The second interview took place on the same day as the first one, but the 

place and time was different. The interviewee suggested meeting at her work at 

6:30pm. There was an empty meeting room that provided enough privacy. The 

interviewee seemed very comfortable there. She agreed to be interviewed under 

the condition of anonymity. It was decided to transcribe the interview instead of 

sound recording it.  

The interview was full of negative emotions, such as fear and psychological 

discomfort. The negative emotions significantly prevailed over the positive ones. It 

can be inferred that the negative feelings are obviously caused by lack of empathy 

and signs of disrespect from the part of the teacher. Also the relationships with the 

classmates were said to be rather half-hearted. The negativity was then 

represented by a number of both physical and cognitive anxiety symptoms. They 

appear especially when speaking English publicly or reading under time pressure. 

The interviewee expressed a lot of negative self-evaluation through numerous 

concerns about her own performance. She suggested some solutions for 

high-anxiety students, most of which resided in the teacher’s making more effort to 

be compassionate with their students and to show a lot more respect to them and 

their learning capacities.  

14.2.3 Interview 3 

The third interview took place on March 27 at 5pm in a language school 

classroom. The interviewee agreed with the interview under the condition of 
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anonymity. In comparison with other interviews this one was remarkably shorter 

and took approximately 12 min (introduction and conclusion included) since the 

answers were very concise.  

Unlike in other interviews the interviewee focused more on her own 

personality than the personality of the teacher. She admitted being anxious in 

other areas of her life as well and she justified it by her personality. Being very 

introverted, the most prevalent feature of the interview was the orientation to the 

relationships with the classmates and with the teacher. She highlighted the 

importance of getting used to other people in the classroom as the crucial factor 

for her willingness to communicate. There was a remarkable trace of modality in 

the text, which seems to express uncertainty or possibly self-doubt. Concerning 

the personality of the teacher, the interviewee mentioned a certain degree of 

abusing her position of authority, which made the students feel that they never 

know enough to be able to please their teacher. As the most anxiety provoking 

activity the interviewee labeled listening. What she found particularly stressful 

about it was the pace and the need to multitask (e.g. write down the answers while 

listening). Similarly to other interviewees, speaking in front of the classmates was 

an issue. In this case, anxiety manifests itself through physical symptoms only. 

Few suggestions for improvement of the situation were made, again they primarily 

involved empathy.  

14.2.4 Interview 4 

The fourth interview took place on April 3 in a quiet restaurant in Prague 10 

at 1pm. The interviewee agreed with the interview under the condition of 

anonymity.  

The interviewee embodied the learner with bad learning experience which 

resulted in negative self-evaluation being present throughout the interview. He had 

difficulties catching the pace, which, unfortunately, was set according to the 

strongest students in the group, but did not get the help he needed from the 

teacher despite explicitly asking for it. Consequently, he resigned on the classes 

which, in general, were bringing a lot of negative emotions. Even though, he find 
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his classmates nice and helpful, he sees group work as the most anxiety 

provoking situation for two specific reasons. Firstly, he does not feel as If he 

contributes to the group. What is more, he feels like a burden to the group. His 

anxiety manifests through physical symptoms and makes him turn to avoidance 

strategies, such as passivity. Concerning suggestions for improvement, the key 

factors would involve the personality of the teacher, who should show more 

empathy to the students and who should be willing to help the students with a 

piece of advice or practical recommendations.  

 

 

 

 

14.2.5 Interview 5 

The fifth interview also took place on April 3 in a quiet restaurant in Prague               

10. It followed the previous interview at around 1:30pm. The interviewee agreed            

with the interview under the condition of anonymity and confidentiality in the sense             

that the data will be used in this paper only.  

This interviewee mostly focused on negative emotions that prevailed in the           

classroom context, while positive emotions were mainly associated with what          

happened outside of the classroom. These negative feelings were said to be            

usually triggered by the need of verbally expressing himself in front of the group,              

working in a group or leaving the seat for an activity. The relationships with              

classmates were said to be rather unpleasant which resulted in the feelings of             

insecurity and unwillingness to communicate with them. The anxiety manifests          

through both physical and cognitive symptoms. The interviewee highlighted that          

the rapport between the teacher and the students was rather weak, since the             

teacher did not show much interest in her students (e.g. sometimes even forgets             

their names) and the students, on the other hand, do not feel free to confide to                

their teacher about their problem. This was crucial for the improving           

recommendations which resided to a great extent in the interest in the individual             
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students and their individual needs in order for the teacher to be more empathetic              

and compassionate. 

 

The qualitative part of the research basically confirmed the data collected in            

the quantitative part and helped to explain and interpret some of the findings. In              

congruence with what had been found in the first part of the research, the second               

part proved that foreign language anxiety definitely plays a certain role in foreign             

language teaching and learning and that it affects communication. The main           

causes of foreign language classroom anxiety were found in the social aspect , the              

personality of the teacher and also in the personality setting of the particular             

learner especially in terms of lower order personality traits.  

15 Results 

Findings of both parts of the research will be presented in the first part of               

this section. In the latter part of this section, practical classroom recommendations            

will be formulated based on the findings.  

The quantitative part of the research was focused on finding out whether            

foreign language anxiety is an issue for adult learners of English in the Czech              

context. Moreover, the FLCAS made it possible to see to what extent the learners              

who participated in the research are anxious about certain areas of the foreign             

language classroom reality and in general through the total of their anxiety score.             

It was found out that foreign language anxiety definitely is an issue, since almost              

all respondents fell into the category of medium anxiety. A correlation between            

age and anxiety levels was found for most age groups with the exception of the               

oldest one (46-60). In spite of expectations based on theoretical assumptions,           

there was not much difference found between anxiety levels of male and female             

respondents. Among the causes of foreign language anxiety, speaking the target           

language in the class, making mistakes and error correction in general, as well as,              

low self-esteem and the difficulties of the language itself were highlighted.  

In the qualitative part of the research five learners with the highest anxiety             

score were interviewed in order to further specify the causes of anxiety. The             
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content analysis revealed that the key topic connected to foreign language anxiety            

is the attitude of the teacher towards his students. There was a remarkable need              

of empathy and respect from the part of the teacher. Students often felt humiliated              

by the teacher through various means, such as insensitive error correction or            

unflattering comments on their performance. Also four out of five interviewees           

claimed that they did not see any point in discussing their problem with the              

teacher, because he or she would not be compassionate enough to understand,            

moreover, the one who tried to talk to his teacher did not find it helpful in any way,                  

which can be seen as a failure on the personal level and which expresses the               

need for a stronger bond between the teacher and his students. Another crucial             

point was the role of social anxiety interfering with the climate in the classroom.              

Some students felt excluded from the student group which did not make them feel              

comfortable or they needed to get to know their classmates in order to relax in               

communicative situations. The discomfort often manifests through cognitive and         

physical symptoms, such as forgetting, sweating, trembling, blushing etc.. It also           

showed that the anxious students have serious troubles with self-esteem which is            

often intensified by the behavior of the teacher or some classmates. All language             

skills with the exception of writing were mentioned as anxiety provoking. Finally, in             

some cases the environment in the physical sense of the word was inconvenient,             

e.g. seating arrangement with regards to the architecture of the classroom, lack of             

light, uncomfortable furniture (size/material) which was another source of         

discomfort which most probably has not directly increased anxiety levels, however,           

it might have influenced the learning experience in the negative way and,            

therefore, influence anxiety levels indirectly.  
 

15.1 Classroom Implications 
Based on the findings, several practical classroom recommendations will be 

made in this part of the paper. The implications attempt to help language teachers 

deal with the problem of foreign language anxiety in their classroom practice.  
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15.1.1 Identify the problem 

First of all, the problem needs to be identified and given a name. Only after 

then, are there ways to deal with the problem. Teachers should be very attentive 

to the way learners present themselves. They should not overlook the symptoms 

of anxiety in the classroom and they should built their relationships with their 

students so that they are able to recognize what lies behind the symptoms. 

Hopefully, teachers will have more physical awareness training to be ready to 

identify some of the basic clues that an intervention is needed. 

15.1.2 Relationships, key to success 

Following the first implication, it needs to be mentioned that building 

relationship is absolutely necessary in order to make the classroom a friendly and 

safe environment. When talking about relationships one can talk not only about 

the rapport between the teacher and his or her students, but also about 

relationships between the students and the group dynamics as a whole. The 

teacher should do his best to help the students get to know each other, so that 

they do not feel that they are supposed to cooperate with a complete stranger. 

Through the appropriate selection of methodology and activities, the teacher can 

further cultivate relationships in the classroom.  

15.1.3 Be empathetic and show it to your students 

Naturally, all learners need to be understood and respected. In case of 

adult learners this need is extremely strong. Teachers should do whatever they 

can to make them feel this way in order not to hurt their feelings. Adults can be 

very fragile, especially when their public image is at stake, and they need to be 

constantly reassured by the teacher that nothing they do in a language class could 

be face threatening in any way. They should feel that the teacher knows about 

their individual needs and is understanding to their mistakes in the language use. 

Knowing that teachers are not fortune-tellers, there should be some space to talk 

about each other’s feelings about the language classes. Students should be given 

a fair chance to express how they feel without worrying about their teacher’s 
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reaction. Students should never feel disrespected or mocked by their teacher who, 

on the contrary, should be the facilitator in their learning process.  

15.1.4 Make your students confident language users 

Teachers should not forget that their students do not learn foreign           

languages just to master grammatical rules and pages of vocabulary, but above all             

to be able to communicate in the target language. The students should not be              

afraid of making mistakes to that extent that they rather stay silent. Teachers             

should encourage them to use the language in real-life communicative situations           

regardless minor flaws. Sensitive and purposeful error correction can be one of            

the ways to achieve it. Teachers should not produce self-doubt in their students’             

minds, in contrast, they should appreciate students’ progress and show their full            

support in order to boost students’ self-confidence.  

16 Recommendations for Further Research 
Several recommendations for further research in the FLA area will be made 

in this section. At first, it needs to be mentioned that there has not been much 

research in this area within the Czech context, which means that there is a lot of 

space for potential researchers.  

 It would be interesting to do large research on foreign language anxiety in 

the Czech context supposing that the researchers would gather enough data to be 

able to draw general conclusions. The data could be processed with regards to the 

Czech cultural and historical background and, therefore, the findings might give a 

global idea of where the place of foreign language anxiety is in the Czech society.  

Also, research based on learner characteristic variables might bring some 

remarkable findings. For example comparing anxiety levels in case of children and 

adult learners might reveal to what extent children are influenced in their language 

learning by social anxiety which definitely plays an important role for adults.  

Finally, following international research in this area, it would be interesting 

to carry out research focusing on the relationship between anxiety levels and 

learners’ achieved level of English. International research from this perspective 
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brought some unexpected findings, such as high anxiety levels in case of future 

language professionals (e.g. future language teachers), who started to suffer from 

foreign language anxiety during their tertiary studies. One can expect similar 

results on the national level as well.  

 

Conclusion 
 

In the theoretical part the phenomenon of anxiety as a significant obstacle 

in foreign language learning was introduced. It was contextualised with other 

psychological aspects and with the learning environment. Links between different 

variables and anxiety levels were made. Potential causes of foreign language 

anxiety were listed, as well as, anxiety symptoms and their categories. 

The practical part in the form of combined research focused on finding out 

whether foreign language anxiety really is an issue in the Czech context of adult 

English learners, what the causes are and, consequently, what can be done to 

minimize its incidence. The quantitative part of the research which used Hortwitz’s 

FLCAS as the research tool brought in the data on anxiousness of the selected 

learners and its causes. The qualitative part of the research which followed 

plunged deeper into the causes and context in which foreign language anxiety can 

appear with help of several interviews.  

It has been proved that foreign language anxiety definitely is present in            

adult English learning and its consequences should not be underestimated. It is a             

phenomenon which is not necessarily obvious and that is why it is often not              

identified at all. Unfortunately, teachers are not trained enough in this area and so              

some learners’ anxiety can stay unnoticed, which does not mean that it does not              

have negative effects on anxious learners’ learning experience. From the findings           

it is clear that teachers are not fully responsible for their students’ anxiety, so it is                

not in their power to eliminate foreign language anxiety entirely.  

On the other hand, they can reduce the causes to a great extent and it               

should be one of their priorities in order to make their students learn effectively.              
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The research carried out in this work revealed some of the points where teachers              

could influence their students’ anxiety levels in the positive way. Most of the points              

were quite intuitive so one could argue if it is necessary to do research in order to                 

find them. However, does intuitive mean that the reality in most of the Czech              

foreign language classes is low-anxiety? The answer, according to the results of            

the quantitative research, would clearly be: “No, it is not.” 

This is why it was believed that even the intuitive points needed to be              

articulated in order to provoke a discussion in the Czech context, as well as, it has                

been a topic worldwide in the past few decades. Hopefully, the issue will not be               

overlooked in the future and Czech foreign language teachers will try to do what it               

takes to make their learners feel comfortable and confident foreign language users            

who will enjoy their studies instead of feeling demotivated and frustrated. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 
 

Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (Modified by Jana Čáslavská) 
 

Horwitz, E. K., Horwitz, M. B., & Cope, J. (1986). Foreign language classroom anxiety. 
The Modern Language Journal, 70(2), 125‐132.  
 
1. I never feel quite sure of myself when I am speaking in my foreign language 
class.  
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
2. I don't worry about making mistakes in language class.  
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
3. I tremble when I know that I'm going to be called on in language class.  
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
4. It frightens me when I don't understand what the teacher is saying in the foreign 
language. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
5. It wouldn't bother me at all to take more foreign language classes.  
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
6. During language class, I find myself thinking about things that have nothing to 
do with the course.  
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
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7. I keep thinking that the other students are better at languages than I am. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
8. I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation in language class. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
9. I don't understand why some people get so upset over foreign language classes. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
10. In language class, I can get so nervous I forget things I know. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
11. I would not be nervous speaking the foreign language with native speakers. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
12. I get upset when I don't understand what the teacher is correcting. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
13. Even if I am well prepared for language class, I feel anxious about it. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
14. I often feel like not going to my language class. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
15. I am afraid that my language teacher is ready to correct every mistake I make. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
16. Language class moves so quickly I worry about getting left behind. 
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Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
 
17. When I'm on my way to language class, I feel very sure and relaxed. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
 
18. I feel overwhelmed by the number of rules you have to learn to speak a foreign 
language. 
Strongly agree Agree Neither agree Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

nor disagree  
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Appendix 2 
 
 

Level Age Sex 
Numbe
r of FL 

How 
long
? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Anx. 
score 

B2 25 F 2 13 A D D A SA NOR SA A D SA SD SA NOR D SA A NOR A 63 

B1 30 M 2 12 NOR D A D NOR A D D A D D A A A SD D NOR NOR 51 

B2 26 M 2 7 NOR D SD NOR D D SD D NOR SA A A A NOR A A NOR A 54 

B2 23 F 3 12 D D SD D NOR D A SD D D SA D SD D D D A D 41 

B1 31 F 2 13 A D NOR A D A A A A D D D A A D D D SA 56 

B2 22 F 2 17 SA SD A NOR NOR NOR SA A NOR SA SD NOR D SD D D NOR A 54 

B1 36 M 2 8 A D NOR A D A SA NOR NOR A D A NOR NOR D NOR A A 59 

B2 19 F 2 14 A D A NOR A NOR A NOR D A NOR A A NOR NOR A NOR A 61 

B2 22 F 3 15 D NOR D NOR A NOR NOR D SD D NOR NOR D SD D SD NOR D 42 

B1 35 M 2 14 A NOR D D D A NOR D A D A A D A A D NOR D 53 

B1 31 M 5 10 NOR SA D SD SA A NOR D SD D D NOR D D SD NOR A A 49 

B1 22 F 2 15 D NOR SD NOR A A A SD A D SD A SD A NOR D NOR SA 51 

B2 18 F 2 12 D A D D A A NOR D D D SA SD SD SD SD SD SA NOR 45 

B2 29 F 3 15 A D A D D A NOR A D A A A D NOR A NOR A A 59 

B2 20 F 2 11 D A D A A A NOR D A A A A D D NOR D A A 58 

B1 26 F 2 9 NOR A NOR NOR D SD A NOR A D D D D D D A D D 47 

B2 27 F 2 12 D A D D A A D D D A NOR A D D D D NOR D 48 

B1 48 F 4 4 A D D D D NOR A D NOR D D NOR D D D NOR NOR A 47 

B2 33 F 2 22 SA D A SA NOR A SA SA D SA SD SA A A NOR NOR D SA 67 

B1 43 F 3 7 SA D A A A D A A A A D D A D NOR A D NOR 59 

B1 20 M 2 10 D A A NOR D A A D A NOR A NOR D A D D NOR SA 57 

B2 26 F 4 16 A NOR SA A NOR SA A SA D D NOR A A SA D A D NOR 64 

B2 24 M 2 5 A A A NOR A A D D D A A A A D A D D A 59 

B1 28 M 2 4 SA SD A SA D A SA SA NOR A D SA A A NOR SA D NOR 66 

B1 33 F 1 5 NOR NOR NOR D A D A D A NOR D D NOR D SD D NOR D 47 

B2 32 M 2 20 SA SD A A D A SA SA NOR A NOR A NOR D A A D A 63 

B1 29 F 4 15 A D A NOR NOR SA A A D A A A A NOR NOR D NOR A 62 

B1 54 F 2 6 NOR D D NOR A A A A A NOR D D SD SD D D A NOR 50 

B1 51 F 1 4 SA SD SA A D SD SA SA D A SD A A NOR A A SD A 59 

B2 36 M 1 10 A D A A NOR D A A NOR A D D A NOR D D NOR A 56 

B2 42 F 1 10 SA D D NOR SA A SA A D SA SD SA A D SA A NOR A 65 

B1 39 M 2 8 NOR D A A A A A D A D D A A A SD D A A 58 

B1 28 M 3 7 NOR D D NOR D D NOR D NOR SA A A A A A A A A 59 

B1 55 F 3 12 D D SD NOR NOR D A D D D SA D D D D D A D 44 

B1 47 F 2 12 A D A A D A A A A D D D A A A D D SA 59 
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B2 30 F 1 16 SA SD A NOR A A SA A D SA SD NOR D SD D D D A 54 

B1 36 M 2 10 A D D A D A SA A D A D A D A D NOR A A 58 

B2 27 F 1 14 A D A NOR A A A A D A NOR A A A A A NOR A 65 

B2 22 F 2 13 A NOR D D A NOR NOR D SD D NOR NOR D SD D SD A D 44 

B1 35 M 2 14 A D D D D A A D A D A A D A A D NOR A 55 

B2 38 M 2 14 NOR SA D SD SA A D D SD A D NOR D D SD NOR A A 50 

B1 36 F 3 15 SA D A A A A A SD A D SD A A A A D NOR SA 61 

B2 49 F 2 20 SA SD A A A A SA A D D SA D SA SD SD SD SA NOR 58 

B2 29 M 3 15 A D A D D A NOR A D A A A D A A NOR A A 60 

B1 33 M 2 13 D A D NOR A A NOR D A A A A D D D D A A 56 

B1 43 F 3 12 NOR D NOR NOR D SD A A A NOR D D D D NOR A A D 50 

B2 39 F 2 12 A NOR D A A A A A D A NOR A D D D D NOR D 55 

B1 48 M 3 4 A D A D D A A D NOR D D NOR A D D NOR NOR A 52 

B1 33 F 2 18 SA D A SA D D SA SA D SA SD SA A A NOR NOR D SA 64 

B1 43 F 2 7 SA D A A A D A A A A D D A D A A D A 61 

B1 20 M 2 10 D A D D D A A D A NOR A NOR D A D D A SA 55 

B2 37 F 2 16 A SD SA A D SA A SA D D NOR A A SA D A D A 62 

B1 24 M 2 7 A A D A A A D D D A A A A D A D D A 58 

B1 46 M 1 4 SA SD A SA D A SA SA D A D SA A A NOR SA D NOR 65 

B1 25 F 3 6 NOR NOR D D A D A D A NOR D D D D SD D A D 46 

B2 32 M 2 15 SA SD A A D SA SA SA D A NOR A NOR D A A D A 63 

B2 29 M 4 15 A D NOR NOR A SA A A D A A A A NOR NOR D NOR A 62 

B1 36 F 2 5 SA D A A A A SA A D NOR D D SD SD D D A A 55 

B1 48 F 1 7 SA SD SA A D SD SA SA D A SD A A D D A SD A 56 

B1 36 M 2 12 A D D A D D A A NOR A D D A NOR D D NOR A 53 

B2 39 F 1 8 A D D A SA NOR SA A D SA SD SA NOR D SA A NOR A 63 

B1 33 M 2 14 NOR D D D NOR A D D A D D A A A SD D A D 49 

B2 26 M 2 8 NOR NOR SD NOR D D SD D NOR SA A A A NOR A A A A 56 

B2 25 M 3 10 D D SD D A D A SD D D SA D SD A D D A D 44 

B1 33 F 2 9 A D NOR A D A A A A D D D A A D D D SA 56 

B2 22 F 3 15 SA SD A D D SA SA D NOR SA SD NOR D SD D D NOR A 52 

B1 36 M 2 9 A D NOR A D A SA NOR D A D A NOR NOR D NOR A A 58 

B2 45 M 2 20 A D A A A A A A D A NOR A A NOR A A NOR A 65 

B2 27 F 2 13 A NOR D A A NOR A D SD NOR NOR NOR D SD D SD A D 48 

B1 35 M 2 15 A NOR D D D A A D A D A A D A A D A D 55 

B1 33 M 3 10 NOR SA D SD SA A NOR D SD D D NOR D D SD NOR A A 49 

B1 22 F 2 15 D NOR SD NOR A A A SD A D SD A SD A NOR D A SA 52 

B2 20 F 2 10 D A SD D A A D D D A SA D SD SD SD SD SA D 45 

B1 33 M 3 15 A D D D D A A A D A A A D NOR A NOR A A 58 

B2 26 M 2 13 D A D A A A NOR D A A A A D D NOR D A A 58 

B1 26 F 2 7 D A D A D SD A NOR A D D D D A D A A D 50 

B2 42 F 2 15 SA D A A A A A D D A NOR A D D D D NOR A 57 

B1 50 M 3 6 A D D A D D A D D D D NOR D D D NOR NOR A 47 
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B2 37 F 2 24 SA D A SA D A SA SA D SA SD SA A A NOR A D SA 67 

B1 43 F 3 7 SA D A A A D A A A A D A A D NOR A D A 62 

B2 22 M 2 10 D A SD NOR D A A D A NOR A A D A D D A SA 56 

B2 26 M 1 17 A NOR NOR A NOR SA A SA D D NOR A A SA D A D A 63 

B2 24 M 3 8 A A A NOR A A D D D A A A A D A D D A 59 

B1 28 M 1 6 SA SD A SA D A SA SA D A D SA A A NOR SA D A 66 

B1 33 F 1 5 A NOR D D A D A D A NOR D D A D SD D NOR D 48 

B2 32 M 2 18 SA SD A A D A SA SA D A NOR A NOR D A A D A 62 

B2 29 F 3 17 A D A A NOR SA A A D A A A A D NOR D NOR A 62 

B2 52 M 2 7 NOR D D NOR A A A A A NOR D D SD SD D D A NOR 50 

B1 51 F 1 8 SA SD SA SA D SD SA SA D A SD A A NOR A A SD A 60 

B2 36 M 1 14 A D NOR A NOR D A A D A D D A NOR D D NOR A 54 

B2 37 F 1 15 A D D A SA A SA A D SA SD SA NOR D SA A NOR A 64 

B1 30 M 3 12 NOR D D D NOR A NOR D A D D A A A SD D A NOR 51 

B2 25 M 2 7 NOR D SD NOR D D SD D NOR SA A A A NOR A A A A 55 

B2 23 M 3 12 D D SD D NOR D A D D D SA D SD D D D A D 42 

B1 31 F 3 15 A D NOR A D A A A A NOR D D A A D D D SA 57 

B1 26 F 2 12 SA NOR D A NOR NOR SA A NOR SA SD NOR D SD D D NOR A 55 

B1 36 M 2 8 A D NOR A D A SA A D A D A NOR NOR D A A A 60 

B2 39 F 2 14 A D SA A A A A SA D A NOR A A NOR NOR A NOR A 66 

B2 45 F 3 13 SA SD D A A NOR A A SD D NOR A D SD D SD NOR D 48 

B1 25 M 2 14 A NOR D D D A NOR D A D A A D A A D NOR D 53 

B1 26 M 2 10 NOR SA D SD SA A NOR D SD NOR D NOR D A SD NOR A A 52 

B2 28 M 2 16 D NOR SD NOR A A A SD A D SD A SD A NOR D A SA 52 

B2 30 F 2 12 A A NOR A A A A D D D SA SD SD SD SD SD SA NOR 51 

B2 29 F 2 13 A D D A D A A A D A A A D NOR A NOR A A 60 

B2 27 M 2 11 D A D A A A NOR D A A A A D D NOR D A A 58 
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Appendix 3 
 

Anxiety Interview Questions 
 

1) Do you feel anxious in other situations as well?  
2) How do you feel:  

before you go to your foreign language classes?  
on your way to your foreign language classes? 
at your foreign language classes? 
on your way home from your foreign language classes? 

 
3)  How would you describe the atmosphere in the classroom?  
 
4) Is there anything in the classroom that makes you feel uncomfortable? What, why?  
 
5) How does the number of classmates in your foreign language classes influence your 
learning experience?  
 
6) How would you describe your relationships with your classmates? Do they influence 
your learning experience in any way?  
 
7) How would you describe teacher’s behavior in the classes?  
 
8) If you were a foreign language teacher, what would do differently in order not to make 
your students feel anxious?  
 
9) Is their any type of activities that makes you feel anxious? Which one? What exactly 
ignites your anxiety? 
 
10) How does your anxiety manifest?  
 
11) Have you talked to your teacher about this problem? What was his/her reaction?  
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Appendix 4 
Rozhovor o úzkosti - otázky 

 
1) Cítíte se úzkostně i v jiných situacích než v hodinách angličtiny?  

 

2) Jak se cítíte: 

- než jdete na hodinu angličtiny:  

- po cestě na hodinu angličtiny: 

- na hodině angličtiny: 

- po cestě domů z hodiny angličtiny:  

 

3) Jak byste popsal/a atmosféru ve třídě?  

 

4) Je ve třídě něco, kvůli čemu se necítíte dobře? Co, proč?  

 

5) Jak ovlivňuje počet spolužáků v jazykové třídě vaše učení?  

 

6) Jak byste popsal/a svůj vztah se spolužáky? Ovlivňují nějakým způsobem vaše učení? 

 

7) Jak byste popsal/a chování učitele v hodinách?  

 

8) Kdybyste byl/a učitel/ka angličtiny, co byste dělal/a jinak, abyste nestresoval/a své 

studenty?  

 

9) Napadá vás konkrétní druh aktivit, který vám způsobuje úzkost? Jaký? Co přesně ve 

vás vzbuzuje úzkost?  

 

10) Jak se projevuje vaše úzkost?  

 

11) Zkoušel/a jste si o tomto problému s učitelem/kou promluvit? Jaká byla jeho/její 

reakce?  
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Appendix 5 
 
Interview 1 
 
Female, 37 years old, B2 level, 2 foreign languages, has studied English for 24 years, 
anxiety score 67. 

 
1) Cítíte se úzkostně i v jiných situacích než v hodinách angličtiny?  

Ne.  
 
2) Jak se cítíte: 

- než jdete na hodinu angličtiny:  
Vzpomenu si na úkoly, zapochybuji o tom, jestli je připravená, přemýšlím, co bude na 
hodině, jsem ve stresu.  
 

- po cestě na hodinu angličtiny: 
Přemýšlím, jestli se mě nezeptá na něco (učitel), co nebudu vědět, jestli mám prezentaci 
a i když ano,  jak to zhodnotí.  
 

- na hodině angličtiny: 
Snažím se dávat pozor, být připravena, poslouchám ostatní, i když něco vím, neřeknu to, 
aby to nebylo špatně. Když mě vyvolá trvá mi to, nezvládnu říct to, co jsem chtěla a jak 
jsem to chtěla.  
 

- po cestě domů z hodiny angličtiny:  
Přemýšlím o tom, co mi dneska řekl (učitel), co jsem zkazila, někdy se cítím ukřivděně, 
promítám si chyby. 
 
3) Jak byste popsal/a atmosféru ve třídě?  
Je to hodně dobrá skupina, umí dobře anglicky, vědí, že já v angličtině tolik neválím, 
nemyslím si, že bych se bála kvůli spolužákům. Panuje tam tam trochu nevraživost mezi 
námi a učitelem. On má jen jednu svojí pravdu, ostatní slovíčkaří, učitel z toho je špatnej, 
myslí si o sobě, že je perfektní, takže když mu studenti dávají najevo, že není, těžce to 
nese.  
 
4) Je ve třídě něco, kvůli čemu se necítíte dobře? Co, proč?  
Někdy se stane, že musím sedět za sloupem a nevidím pořádně na tabuli. Pak nekvalitní 
židle, bolí mě z nich záda, občas mě to rozptyluje. V zimě je tam na můj vkus chladno.  
 
5) Jak ovlivňuje počet spolužáků v jazykové třídě vaše učení?  
Čím míň, tím spíš něco řeknu. Když je jich tam moc, radši mlčím. V učení mě to nijak 
neruší, aspoň na mě nevyjde řada tak často.  
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6) Jak byste popsal/a svůj vztah se spolužáky? Ovlivňují nějakým způsobem vaše 
učení? 
Jsme kamarádi, možná jsou trošku soutěživí, ale táhneme za jeden provaz. Jdeme tak 
trochu všichni proti učiteli.  
 
7) Jak byste popsal/a chování učitele/ky v hodinách?  
Je hrozně nudný, pracuje jen s učebnicí. Chová se ke mně stejně bez ohledu na to,  jestli 
se učím nebo ne, nemůžu se pak soustředit. Pořád nám připomíná, na jaké úrovni 
bychom měli být, že bychom toho měli umět víc a na každou chybu říká, že to už přece 
máme umět. Moc nekonkretizuje chyby, řekne, že je to prostě špatně. Shazuje mě před 
ostatníma, zneužívá toho, že neumím tak dobře, k nim by si to nedovolil. Je to egoista. 
 
8) Kdybyste byl/a učitel/ka angličtiny, co byste dělal/a jinak, abyste nestresoval/a 
své studenty?  
Nestresovala bych studenty množstvím práce, lépe bych pracovala s časem, snažila bych 
se je motivovat.  Ptala bych se studentů, jak hodiny vnímají oni, jestli jim to vyhovuje, jestli 
něco nepotřebují. Dala bych možnost se zlepšovat, ale v klidu. Ocenila bych jejich práci, 
motivovala bych je pozitivně. Byla bych empatičtější. Dávala bych úkoly na procvičení. 
Lépe bych vysvětlovala gramatiku (detailněji). Snažila bych se, aby všichni pochopili. 
Neponižovala bych studenty, nebyla bych tak namyšlená, nedělala bych, že jsem 
neomylná, uznala bych chybu. 
 
9) Napadá vás konkrétní druh aktivit, který vám způsobuje úzkost? Jaký? Co 
přesně ve vás vzbuzuje úzkost?  
Prezentace nebo obecně když mám mluvit před celou třídou. Nechci komunikovat s 
učitelem v hodině i mimo. Bojím se, když si nejsem jistá, že to vím správně. Hlavně při 
mluvení. Kolikrát nevím, jak to říct. Mám okno. Zapomenu i základní slovíčka.  
 
10) Jak se projevuje vaše úzkost?  
Zrudnu, klepou se mi ruce, všichni to vidí. Zapomínám všechno. I základní věci. Občas se 
zakoktám. 
 
11) Zkoušel/a jste si o tomto problému s učitelem promluvit? Jaká byla jeho 
reakce?  
To mě nikdy nenapadlo, stejně by se s ním nedalo mluvit. Určitě by to nepochopil.  
 

Categories: 

Reflection 

Negative self-evaluation 

Teacher’s description 

Symptoms 

Emotions 
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Improving implications 

Relationships with the classmates  
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Appendix 6 

Interview 2 
Female, 39 years old, B2 level, 2 foreign languages, has studied English for 14 years, 
anxiety score 66. 

 
1) Cítíte se úzkostně i v jiných situacích než v hodinách angličtiny?  

Ne.  
 
2) Jak se cítíte: 

- než jdete na hodinu angličtiny:  
Chodím rovnou z práce, takže mám do poslední chvíle co dělat. V práci se musím 
soustředit, nemám čas myslet na angličtinu.  
 

- po cestě na hodinu angličtiny: 
Vzpomínám na to, co jsme dělali minule. Snažím se uklidnit. Bojím se, že i když jsem se 
učila, nebudu umět slovíčka.  
 

- na hodině angličtiny: 
Jsem nervózní, bojím se, nebudu připravená, až se mě na něco zeptá (učitelka). Bojím 
se, že se ztrapním před ostatními i před učitelkou. Snažím se nedělat chyby, ale čím víc 
se snažím, tím víc jich dělám. Bolí mě břicho.  
 

- po cestě domů z hodiny angličtiny:  
Oddechnu si, že už je to za mnou. Snažím se nemyslet na to, co proběhlo.  
 
3) Jak byste popsal/a atmosféru ve třídě?  
Necítím se tam dobře. Ostatní se mezi sebou znají, mám pocit, že moc nezapadám. 
Učitelka se snaží vtipkovat a tak, ale občas mi přijde, že je to na úkor nás. Ostatní jsou 
hrozně soutěživí, asi jsou zvyklí se prosazovat. 
 
4) Je ve třídě něco, kvůli čemu se necítíte dobře? Co, proč?  
V učebně je strašně malý stůl, nemáme tam moc prostoru. Navíc sedím bokem k tabuli, 
někdy nevidím dobře.  
 
5) Jak ovlivňuje počet spolužáků v jazykové třídě vaše učení?  
Ve skupině nás je 6, počet mi nevadí, když ale někdo z nich nedorazí, je větší pohoda. 
Čím míň nás je, tím častěji se po mně něco chce. Takže 6 mi přijde akorát.  
 
6) Jak byste popsal/a svůj vztah se spolužáky? Ovlivňují nějakým způsobem vaše 
učení? 
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Jak už jsem říkala, moc mezi ně nezapadám, jsou takoví uzavření mezi sebou. Asi to 
nemyslí zle, nemám moc ráda, když s nimi musím spolupracovat, třeba něco ve skupině. 
Bývám dost odstrčená. Nemám se s nimi o čem bavit.  
 
7) Jak byste popsal/a chování učitele/ky v hodinách?  
Vadí mi, když se mi směje, že něco neumím, je mnohem mladší než já, nechápu, co si 
dovoluje. Někdy zapomene, co jsme nedodělali a pak to po nás stejně chce. Je těžké se jí 
zavděčit. Vůbec nechápe, že už mi není 20 a neleze mi to do hlavy tak jako dřív. Trvá mi, 
než si zapamatuju slovíčka nebo gramatiku. Pořád nám vyčítá, že se málo učíme, jenže 
ono to s prací a rodinou nejde jen tak, ale to ona asi nechápe.  
 
8) Kdybyste byl/a učitel/ka angličtiny, co byste dělal/a jinak, abyste nestresoval/a 
své studenty?  
Nikdy bych svoje studenty neponižovala, nezneužívala svojí pozice. Snažila bych se 
pochopit, proč jim třeba něco nejde. Víc bych se snažila všechno vysvětlit, aby mi 
nemuseli číst myšlenky. Víc bych procvičovala v hodinách a pořád bych jim 
nepřipomínala, že se neučí. Když bych viděla, že jsou bílí jak stěna, nechala bych je být, 
ne prezentovat před ostatními. Víc bych měnila dvojice nebo trojice, aby se všichni 
zapojili.  
 
9) Napadá vás konkrétní druh aktivit, který vám způsobuje úzkost? Jaký? Co 
přesně ve vás vzbuzuje úzkost?  
Nejhorší je asi mluvení, když třeba musím prezentovat něco ostatním nebo když se o 
něčem bavíme všichni dohromady. Pak často dostaneme něco na čtení, ale nemáme na 
to dost času, pak mám pocit, že nestíhám, jsem neschopná, nic nevyčtu. Když se to pak 
kontroluje, je mi trapně. Nemám moc ráda hry na slovíčka, často zapomenu, co 
znamenají, pak se musím přede všemi ptát. 
 
10) Jak se projevuje vaše úzkost?  
Hodně se potím, občas se trochu klepu, hlavně ruce. Nemůžu se vyjádřit. Je mi horko na 
obličej, připadám si rudá jako rajče. Někdy se snažím koukat jinam, aby mě nevyvolala. 
Někdy mě bolí břicho, když jsem hodně nervózní. 
 
11) Zkoušel/a jste si o tomto problému s učitelem promluvit? Jaká byla jeho 
reakce?  
Bojím se, že by se mi vysmála. Nemyslím si, že by si uvědomovala, že nejsme všichni 
spokojení. Jednodušší bude změnit kurz.  
 
Categories:  
 
effort 
negative emotion 
positive emotion 
disrespect 
symptoms+ avoidance 
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negative self-evaluation 
reflection 
classmates’ characteristics 
empathy 
improving implications 
anxiety provoking activities 
physical discomfort 
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Appendix 7 
 
Interview 3 
 
Female, 33 years old, B2 level, 2 foreign languages, has studied English for 22 years, 
anxiety score 67.  
 
 

1) Cítíte se úzkostně i v jiných situacích než v hodinách angličtiny?  
No, docela jo. Já už jsem taková povaha.  
 

2) Jak se cítíte: 
- než jdete na hodinu angličtiny:  

Nejdřív se mi tam nechce, ale když už vyrazím, tak dobrý.  
 

- po cestě na hodinu angličtiny:  
To už jde, potíž je vyrazit. 
 

- na hodině angličtiny: 
Snažím se propojit si vše v hlavě, hlavně když je to nějaká složitější gramatika nebo tak. 
Nechci se ztrapnit taky před ostatníma.  
 

- po cestě domů z hodiny angličtiny:  
Nijak zvlášť, těším se domů na večeři a tak. 

 
3) Jak byste popsal/a atmosféru ve třídě?  
Nevím. Záleží jak moc se známe. Když se známe déle, tak mi to připadá v pohodě, ale 
když přijde někdo nový musím si zvyknout.  
 
4) Je ve třídě něco, kvůli čemu se necítíte dobře? Co, proč?  
Asi nic.  
 
5) Jak ovlivňuje počet spolužáků v jazykové třídě vaše učení? 
Mám raději menší skupinky, jsem fakt těžkej introvert, takže víc lidí mi dělá problém. Když 
je tam víc než třeba 10 lidí, už moc nemluvím.  
 
6) Jak byste popsal/a svůj vztah se spolužáky? Ovlivňují nějakým způsobem vaše 
učení? 
 Asi celkem neutrální s novými lidmi. Na koho jsem zvyklá, ten mi nevadí, někdy mě 
povzbudí, když se známe.  
 
7) Jak byste popsal/a chování učitele/ky?  
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Někdy trochu zneužívání autority, zkoumá víc to, co neumíme, než to co umíme, pořád 
kritizuje, skoro nikdy nepochválí.  
 
8) Kdybyste byl/a učitel/ka angličtiny, co byste dělal/a jinak, abyste nestresoval/a 
své studenty?  
Já vím, že je to hrozně těžké, ale asi bych se víc snažila motivovat, méně drilovat, učit se 
formou hry. Postupně ztěžovat, ne vrhnout do vody. Chtělo by to víc empatie.  
 
9) Napadá vás konkrétní druh aktivit, který vám způsobuje úzkost? Jaký? Co 
přesně ve vás vzbuzuje úzkost?  
Nejvíc poslech, jde to moc rychle. Nikdy nestíhám zapisovat a zároveň poslouchat. 
Potřebovala bych to slyšet víckrát. A pak samozřejmě když mám mluvit sama přede 
všemi.  
 
10) Jak se projevuje vaše úzkost?  
Klepou se mi ruce, potím se. Asi se červenám, uklidňuje mě koukat do zeleně z okna.  
 
11) Zkoušel/a jste si o tomto problému s učitelem promluvit? Jaká byla jeho 
reakce?  
To ne. To by asi bylo zbytečné.  
 
Categories:  
 
negative emotions 
positive emotions 
symptoms+ avoidance 
uncertainty 
anxiety provoking moments 
improving implications 
effort 
teacher’s negatives 
relationships with classmates 
personal characteristics 
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Appendix 8 
 
Interview 4 

Male, 28 years old, B1 level, 1 foreign language, has studied English for 6 years, 

anxiety score 66.  

 
1) Cítíte se úzkostně i v jiných situacích než v hodinách angličtiny?  
Ano, vždy když mám jednat s lidmi. 
 
2) Jak se cítíte: 

- než jdete na hodinu angličtiny:  
Cítím se, jako že tam jdu zbytečně, protože jsem byl pozadu a nevěděl jsem, jak a 

kdy to mám dohnat.  
 

- po cestě na hodinu angličtiny:  
Jsem v pohodě, mírně rezignovaně, že prostě nebudu třeba rozumět.  

 
- na hodině angličtiny: 

 Často nevím, co mám dělat, ale jsem asi jediný. 
 

- po cestě domů z hodiny angličtiny:  
V klidu. 

 
3)  Jak byste popsal/a atmosféru ve třídě?  
Celkově dobrou,  Ostatní jsou příjemní lidé, v tom problém není. 
 
4) Je ve třídě něco, kvůli čemu se necítíte dobře? Co, proč?  
Ne.  

 
5)  Jak ovlivňuje počet spolužáků v jazykové třídě vaše učení? 
Na kurzu je hodně lidí, takže lektor se hlavně věnuje těm aktivním, ty udávají tempo, 

takže víc a víc nestíhám.  
 

 
6) Jak byste popsal/a svůj vztah se spolužáky? Ovlivňují nějakým způsobem vaše 
učení? 
Vztahy se spolužáky celkem dobré, ve spoustě případů se snažili pomoci, hlavně 

v začátku. Později jsem už pomoc raději nechtěl, protože jsem je nechtěl zdržovat 
od jejich vlastní práce. 

 
7) Jak byste popsal/a chování učitele/ky v hodinách?  
Pořád mě vyvolává, i když vidí, že nemám tušení. Je to nepříjemné. Jede pořád dál a dál, 

neptá se, jestli chápeme, co se dělá.  
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8) Kdybyste byl/a učitel/ka angličtiny, co byste dělal/a jinak, abyste nestresoval/a 
své studenty?  
 Snažil bych se zjistit, kde přesně je problém a nějak více pomoci. Poradit, kam se obrátit, 

co je pro studenta třeba vhodnější, kam se třeba podívat na to, co není jasné. Říct, 
z jaké učebnice se třeba jelo dříve, aby se student do ní mohl podívat a doplnit, co 
není jasné. Případně si třeba vzít nějaké extra hodiny.  

 
9) Napadá vás konkrétní druh aktivit, který vám způsobuje úzkost? Jaký? Co 
přesně ve vás vzbuzuje úzkost?  
Práce ve skupině, protože vím, že budu skupinu zdržovat. To je nepříjemné, když vím, že 

jim nijak nepřispěju a spíš je naopak brzdím. 
 
10) Jak se projevuje vaše úzkost?  
Jsem pasivní, snažím se nebýt moc vidět. Někdy zčervenám, občas se mi potí ruce. 

Hrozně se mi klepou ruce, když mám mluvit přede všemi.  
 
11) Zkoušel/a jste si o tomto problému s učitelem promluvit? Jaká byla jeho 
reakce?  
 
Mluvil jsem s učitelem o problému, ale bylo mi řečeno, že se to prostě musím nějak 

doučit, ale nijak jsme nepracovali společně na tom, co a jak, co přesně a co by mi 
třeba pomohlo a ani mi nic nedoporučil.  

 
Categories:  
 
Anxiety provoking situations 
Teacher’s activity 
Symptoms+ avoidance 
Negative self-evaluation 
Negative feelings  
positive feelings 
improving recommendations 
relationships with the classmates 
negative expectations 
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Appendix 9 
Interview 5 

Male, 28 years old, B1 level, 2 foreign languages, has studied English for 6 years, 

anxiety score 66.  
1) Cítíte se úzkostně i v jiných situacích než v hodinách angličtiny?  

Někdy, když mám mluvit před větší skupinou cizích lidí. 
 

2) Jak se cítíte: 
- než jdete na hodinu angličtiny:  

Trochu nervózně při představě, že budu muset mluvit před ostatními, například při diskuzi 
na nějaké téma.  
 

- po cestě na hodinu angličtiny:  
Snažím se si ještě narychlo něco zopakovat, abych se cítil jistější, že mám vše připraveno 
a až se bude lektorka ptát, že si snad vzpomenu. 
 

- na hodině angličtiny: 
 Když zrovna není nutné se nějak nahlas projevovat, tak celkem v pohodě. 
 

- po cestě domů z hodiny angličtiny:  
 Úleva, že jsem „přežila“ a na týden mám zas pokoj. Učení mi ale doma nevadí, na to se i 
třeba těším. 
 
3)  Jak byste popsal/a atmosféru ve třídě?  
Nedá se říct, že by atmosféra byla nějak nepříjemná. Někdo je víc v klidu, někdo se zase 
projevuje.  
 
4) Je ve třídě něco, kvůli čemu se necítíte dobře? Co, proč?  
Je tam trochu šero, když se nerozsvítí, hůř vidím.  
5) Jak ovlivňuje počet spolužáků v jazykové třídě vaše učení? 
Pro mě asi čím komornější, tím lepší. Cítím se komfortněji v menším počtu. 
 
6) Jak byste popsal/a svůj vztah se spolužáky? Ovlivňují nějakým způsobem vaše 
učení? 
Pro mě je vždycky lepší, když si se spolužáky na kurzu „sedneme“, atmosféra je 
přátelštější. Horší je, když se sejdou lidi, co jsou mi nějakým způsobem nepříjemní...to si 
pak připadám nejistě a nechuť a nejistota se prohlubuje. Letos je to spíš ten druhý případ.  
 
 
7) Jak byste popsal/a chování učitele/ky v hodinách?  
Moc se neangažuje, hodně toho deleguje na nás. Pořád chce, abychom se navzájem 

opravovali a tak. To fakt nesnáším, proč mám někoho kritizovat já, od čeho je 
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placená?! Moc nás nezná, je ráda, že si pamatuje jména (a i ty si občas splete). 
Asi bych na placeném kurzu čekala osobnější přístup.  

 
8) Kdybyste byl/a učitel/ka angličtiny, co byste dělal/a jinak, abyste nestresoval/a 
své studenty?  
Snažil bych se více studentovi věnovat, zjistit co konkrétně potřebuje, co ho znejišťuje a 

co by mu třeba pomohlo, aby se cítil na hodinách lépe. Asi bych se rovnou na 
začátku kurzu zeptal, s čím třeba mají největší problém a co od kurzu očekávají, 
třeba by pak bylo jednodušší pochopit, čím procházejí.  

 
9) Napadá vás konkrétní druh aktivit, který vám způsobuje úzkost? Jaký? Co 
přesně ve vás vzbuzuje úzkost?  
 
Nutnost diskutovat a odpovídat na otázky lektora. Vím, že bez toho se člověk na kurzu 

neobejde, ale jsem z toho vždycky trochu nervózní. A taky velké skupinové 
aktivity. Ty fakt nesnáším. Nerada při hodinách vstávám ze židle. Pak taky když 
nemáme čas promyslet si cvičení předem a rovnou ho děláme společně.  

 
10) Jak se projevuje vaše úzkost?  
 Bojím se, kdy mě zas vyvolá. Cítím břicho, takové ty motýlky, nebo jak se tomu říká.. 

Občas radši přemýšlím nad něčím úplně jiným a těším se až hodina skončí nebo 
bude nějaká samostatná práce. Při mluvení přede všemi trochu zadrhávám, a to i 
když se předem připravím, co chci říct.  

 
11) Zkoušel/a jste si o tomto problému s učitelem promluvit? Jaká byla jeho 
reakce?  
Ne, nemluvila, bála jsem se, že by si na mě pak zasedla a víc mě třeba vyvolávala.  
 
Categories: 
 
Negative emotions 
Positive emotions 
symptoms+ avoidance 
anxiety provoking activities 
improving recommendations 
teacher’s activity 
relationship with the classmates 
physical discomfort 
effort 
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